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SPORTS
Unabomber Case

Suspect's cabin yields more clues
Victims' names,
other clues are
found in cabin

Hornets end
Chicago's
home streak
Page 6
NATIONAL

Clinton signs
line-item veto
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Handing the presidency unprecedented power over federal
spending, President Clinton
today signed the line-item veto
bill and said it would help slash
"special-interest boondoggles,
tax loopholes and pure pork."
The pens used to sign the
historic legislation were dispatched to former Presidents
Reagan, Ford, Carter and Bush
— all of Whom sought the
authority to cut specific items
from spending bill.
"I thank them and our country thanks them," Clinton said
in an Oval Office ceremony.
"Their successors will be able
to use this power that they long
sought to eliminate waste from
the federal budget."
The bill, which fulfills a GOP
"Contract With America" promise, allows the president to
carve out provisions from
spending bills — even while
signing the legislation.
Until now, Congress had
jealously guarded its power
over federal purse strings, turning back more than 200
attempts since the days of
Ulysses S. Grant to give the
president a line-item veto.
It does away with a requirement, in place since the
nation's founding, that a president must approve or reject
legislation in its entirety.
Opponents characterized it
as a dangerous ceding to the
executive branch of Congress'
power to spend tax money.
Seated at his Oval Office
desk, the president said, "For
years, presidents of both parties have pounded this very
desk in frustration at having to
sign necessary legislation that
contains special-interest boondoggles, tax loopholes and
pure pork.

WEATHER
Tomigit...Clear with near
record lows. Low around 30.
Calm wind.
Wedoesday...Sunny and
wanner. High in the middle
601.
LAKE LEVELS

By MICHAEL J. SNIFFEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
names of some of the Unabomber's victims have been found
inside Theodore Kaczynski's tiny
wilderness cabin where a mount-

ing cache of evidence is linking
him to the 18-year series of
bombing attacks, a federal law
enforcement official said today.
"There is a general consistency in the written plans and the
physical evidence found at the
cabin scene, with the Unabomber's work," according to this
Washington official, who
requested anonymity.
"The names of some victims
were found in the cabin," he
said, declining to describe
whether they were in published

materials or documents produced
by hand. The names of the victims could not immediately be
learned.
The official said that tools
taken from the cabin near Lincoln, Mont., arc being painstakingly compared with scraps of
wire, wood and metal taken from
the Unabomber's devices over
the years. "Every tool that has
been used leaves marks as distinctive as a fingerprint," he said.
The FBI has said that 10 threering binders full of bomb sketch-
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Elsewhere, federal agents combed cities across the nation for
evidence that would link Kaczynski to locations where bombs
were placed or mailed.
Two federal officials discounted a report in The New
York Times that a second live
bomb had been found in the

cabin with the same design as
one used in a fatal Unabomber
attack.
The two federal sources told
The Associated Press that only
one live bomb, along with a partially assembled one agents had
described in an arrest warrant,
had been found as of Monday
night.
The victim names were found
in written material, not in a list,
The Washington Post reported
today.
• See Page 3

Diplomacy
sought by
South Korea

Hunt leaving
museum to head
Reagan's library

By PAUL SHIN
Associated Press Writer
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
South Korea called on the United
Nations, Russia and China to dissuade North Korea from further
border provocations, while its
army chief today ordered soldiers
to deal firmly with any encroaching communist troops.
North Korea declared last week
it would no longer recognize the
armistice that ended the 1950-53
Korean War. Then it marched
heavily armed troops into the
neutral border village of
Panmunjom.
South Korean Foreign Ministry
officials said today that a major
diplomatic effort was being made
to defuse the tension along the
world's most heavily armed
border.
A ministry official, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said
South Korea was discussing with
the United States and other allies
whether to take the issue to the
U.N. Security Council. South
Korea currently serves as a rotat-

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
After six years with the National Scouting Museum, director
Mark Hunt is headed out west to California.
Hunt has been named director of the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Library and Museum in Simi Valley, Calif., effective May 1.
"I was contacted about the position," Hunt said. "I was not aware
there would be a vacancy. The job appealed to me and I think the
change will be a positive one."
However, Hunt said he and his family (his wife Cyndy and children Alex, 17, and Alice, 13) are looking at the move with mixed
emotions.
"We are sad about leaving the community and our friends," he
said. "We will always carry Murray in our hearts."
The job with the Reagan Library is one that Hunt characterized
as a tremendous opportunity, especially for someone who has followed Reagan's career.
"Certainly the Reagan years are all within recent memory," Hunt
said. "I also have a personal admiration for President Reagan, his
wife and family. Part of the reason the Cold War ended is because
of many steps he took to make that happen."
Hunt said he received his bachelor's degree in political science,
which contributes to his interest in public administration.
"The library is a repository for all documents and videos from
his eight years in Washington," Hunt said. "We will be gathering
MARK HUNT

• See Page 3

▪ See Page 3

State Champs

Chess team
captures first
In a field of 15 teams and 94 individuals,
the Murray Elementary Primary Chess Team
captured the first place team trophy, first
place individual trophy, sixth place individual trophy, first place under 600 trophy and
the first place unrated trophy at the Kentucky State Scholastic Chess Championship°
held in Lexington.
The five member team, coached by Dr.
Wayne Bell, was declared the first place cochampion with Stonewall Elementary of
Lexington.
Blake McCuiston was co-state champion
with a 5-0 record for the day. Tyler Geib
won the sixth place trophy by winning four
out of five games. Alex Gustafson captured
the first place under 600 trophy with 372
wins.
The last two team members, Chess Volp
and third grader Justin Gipson, had never
played in a tournament and knew little about
chess when the club, started meeting last fall.
Volp won three out of five games and
Gipson captured the first palce unrated trophy with 31/2 wins.
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Patton appoints
Baker to court
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Pictured Is Murray Elementary's Primary Chess Team (front
row, from lift): Justin Gipson and Blake McCuiston. (Back
row): Tyler Gelb, Alex Gustafson and Chess Volp.

KENTUCKY..357.1,-0.1/53'
BARKLEY__ 357.0,-0.1/5ff

INDEX

es were found in the cabin along
with three rolled logs of pipe
bomb experiments. These writings appear to be consistent with
the Unabomber's work, the official said.

work because the court is scheduled .to hear oral arguments in
pending cases three days next
week.
Baker was one of three people
nominated to Patton. The others
were Hardin Circuit Judge William S. Cooper of Elizabethtown
and George Boston, a Bowling
Green lawyer.
Patton interviewed all three
candidates.
"We stayed away from legal
opinions," Patton said. "I just
wanted to get a feel for them as
individuals."
Some women's groups had
reportedly opposed Baker's nomination because of his opposition
to abortion.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. Walter Baker, long
admired by his colleagues in the
General Assembly for his intellect and judicial temperament, is
changing careers.
He is becoming a judge,
appointed Monday by Gov. Paul
Patton to the 2nd District seat left
open by the death of Justice
Charles Reynolds of Bowling
Green.
Patton said his personal knowledge of Baker for the last 20
years led him to make the
appointment.
"Senator Baker's reputation
and character have convinced me
this is the right choice," Patton
Pauon declined to be specific
said.
about the recommendations he
•Baker will be sworn in on had received on the nomination.
"We've gotten comments on
April 16, the day after the end of
the 1996 General Assembly.
Baker will have to get right to • See Page 3

McVeigh's lawyer seeks evidence from government
By STEVEN K. PAULSON
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (AP) — Timothy
McVeigh's lawyer is seeking evidence from the government that
he contends could clear his client
in the Oklahoma City bombing.
In paperwork filed on the eve
of a federal court hearing, Stephen Jones requested 176 items

that he says the government is
withholding. The evidence ranges
from classified information
gathered by government agencies
on the Ku Klux Klan and neoNazis in Europe, to statements
from witnesses whose description
of the suspects did not match
McVeigh.
At a hearing today. Jones was

expected toC ask U.S. District
Judge RicyeIrd Matsch to order
the government to stop delaying
and turn over the evidence.
Before the hearing, Jones said
McVeigh was in an optimistic
mood.
"He's glad to be here and to
know this is where the trial will
be." Jones said.

hoping for seats in the courtroom
McVeigh and co-defendant
Terry Nichols, who are being
to watch the hearing.
held at the Federal Correctional
"A lot of people at my office
Institution in Jefferson County,
think I'm crazy for even coming
were whisked into the federal
down here," said Lori Walker.
court house just after 5:30 a.m.
22. "They're like, 'What if they
today under tight security, includoff another bomb?' A lot of
set
ing about 15 motorcycle police.
people think they're guilty, and a
Later, about a dozen people
lined up outside the courthouse • See Page 3
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Stranger!
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If re-elected, Thurmond would
become the longest-serving senator ever in May 1997, breaking
the record set by Carl Hayden.
Hayden, an Arizona Democrat,
was in the Senate for 42 years
before retiring in 1969 at age 91.
Thurmond may face his
strongest re-election challenge in

almost two decades from Democrat Elliott Close, a 42-year-old
heir to the Springs Industries textile fortune. The senator faces
token opposition in the GOP
primary.
Recent polls have found that
Thurmond's age and length of
service — he took office in 1955
— could be issues in the fall.
In a survey in February, 43
percent said they wanted to re-
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, the
longtime chairman of the tax writing Ways and Means ComwiTki
mittee, has agreed to plead guilty
r'v'tithA to two corruption charges and
VA accept a 17-month prison term, a
source close to his case said
Monday.
Rostenkowski could be in court
as early as this week to enter the
plea to charges that effectively
ended his political career, said
the source, who spoke on condi-

WOO

tion of anonymity. No hearing
has been scheduled.
In addition to the prison time,
prosecutors also would recommend a $100,000 fine, the source
said.
Rostenkowski, 68, was charged
in May 1994 with convening
$636,600 in federal funds and
$56,267 in campaign funds to his
personal use.
The Chicago Democrat, who
headed Ways and Means from
1981 until his indictment, lost his

bid for a 19th term that fall to
Republican Michael Flanagan, a
lawyer seeking office for the first
time.
The 17-count felony indictment
charged that Rostenkowski used
official funds to pay employees
who performed mainly personal
work for him; converted stationery, postal and home office
allowances to his personal use;
and obstructed justice.
Rostenkowski vigorously has
maintained his innocence, saying
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elect Thurmond. Twenty-seven
percent said they would consider
another candidate, while 30 percent said they definitely wanted
to replace him.
Last month, Thurmond became
the oldest person ever to serve in
the Senate, surpassing Democrat
Theodore Greene of Rhode
Island, who retired in 1961 at the
age of 93 years, 3 months and 1
day.

Rostenkowski ready for guilty plea
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AIKEN, S.C. (AP) — Strom
Thurmond, at 93 the oldest person ever to serve in the Senate,
kicked off his bid for an eighth
term Monday, saying he has
"unfinished business" to
complete.
"We cannot and I shall not
give up on our mission to right
the 40-year wrongs of liberalism," the Republican senator
said at the University of South
Carolina-Aiken. "The people of

Ovitard 753-3079
F4001081 Ingot:erg Kmig 492 4148

Let our community work for you
rourm.144Pro

Thurmond seeks another Senate term
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outside the federal courthouse
where he was arraigned on June
10, 1994: "I will fight these false
charges and will prevail. I will
walk away from mud that has
been splattered upon my
reputation."
His trial is scheduled to start
May 15 before U.S. District
Judge Norma Holloway Johnson.
Last month, she dismissed
charges that Rostenkowski lied to
Congress about alleged schemes
involving ghost employees on the
payroll, personal purchases at the
House stationery store, cash-forstamps at the House Post Office
and vehicle leases in his district.
Johnson's decision followed a
Supreme Court ruling, issued
about a year after Rostenkowski's
indictment, that narrowed the
scope of a federal falsestatements law.
The remaining 13 counts cover
mail fraud, wire fraud, witness
tampering, embezzling public
funds and concealing a material
fact from the Federal Election
Commission.
Rostenkowski did not answer
the door at his home Monday,
and he has an unlisted telephone
number. His lead attorney, Dan
K. Webb of Chicago, was out of
town and would not comment,
Webb's office said. Other defense
attorneys also were out of their
offices.
Kevin Ohlson, spokesman for
the U.S. Attorney Eric Holder,
refused comment.
The deal was first reported by
Newsweek magazine and Chicago's WBBM-TV, citing unidentified sources close to the case.
Rostenkowski had spurned a
possible plea bargain that had
been negotiated with federal prosecutors by his previous attorney,
Washington lawyer Robert
Bennett.
Bennett wanted Rostenkowski
to accept a deal with prosecutors
that called for him to resign,
plead guilty to one false statement count, serve six months in
prison and pay back $38,000 to
the government.
Rostenkowski and Bennett
parted company shortly after the
indictment on May 31, 1994.
The Rostenkowski investigation began as a probe of lowlevel House Post Office employees, who pleaded guilty to
embezzlement and drug charges
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•Hunt...
FROM PAGE 1
materials about his history. This
is a huge quantity of material
with nearly 50 million manuscript
pages."
Although the facility was dedicated in 1991 through the efforts
of a foundation, Hunt said the
federal government has taken it
over, making him a federal
employee.
The Reagan Library is one of
nine presidential libraries operated by the National Archives.
One of the reasons Hunt welcomes the Reagan position is
because it deals with recent history, much like his current position as director of the scouting
museum.

researchers."
As pan of that initiative, Hunt
said the public has become more
aware of the Norman Rockwell
paintings. He noted publicity
received from Southern Living
magazine and American Art
Review as instrumental in
expanding the museum's marketing capacity.
"We worked hard for that," he
said. "We offer a tremendous
quality experience for all ages,
not just for Scouts."
According to Hunt, the
museum serves 18,500 to 22,000
visitors annually. This compares
to only 11,500 prior to Hunt's
tenure. In addition, the Boy
Scouts of America have endowed

"At the scouting museum, we
try to concentrate on the 20th
century and that is a history that
people have lived," he said. "It is
much more immediate. It has
been a wonderful opportunity for
me here."
Upon beginning his position in
1990, Hunt was instrumental in
expanding the museum's operating hours from only a summer
season to a nine-month schedule.
"That allowed us to serve a
broader amount of people and we
were able to tap into different
markets," he said. "We have also
done quite a bit with our collection during my time and have
made great strides in making it
more available to the

an additional $2 million to the
museum, putting it in even better
financial condition.
"We also serve between 80,000
and 100,000 people through our
outreach programs," Hunt said.
"This includes our storycrafting
workshops and several exhibits
that we send out across the nation
and the region."
The Board of Trustees for the
National Scouting Museum is in
charge of selecting Hunt's
replacement.
Prior to coming to Murray,
Hunt served as director of the
Kansas State Historical Society's
museum and historic properties,
and director of the Kansas
Museum of History.

•Diplomacy...

FROM PAGE 1
The Times said the second
bomb had the same design as the
device the Unabomber used in
one of his two most recent fatal
attacks, in 1994 and 1995, but the
unidentified law enforcement
officials wouldn't say which one.
One official described the
similarity as being like two cars
of the same make and model: "It
was as if once he found the right
design, he stuck with it," the
official told the Times.
The newspaper also reported
that a preliminary analysis of evidence matched bomb fragments
at Unabomber crime scenes with
evidence from Kaczynski's cabin.
Officials were also studying
microscopic marks left by cutting
tools in the cabin, the Times
reported.
Carl Stern, the chief spokesman for the U.S. Department of
Justice, refused to comment on
the reports.
On Monday, a law enforcement
source said Kaczynski stayed in
Sacramento, Calif., hotels at
times when letter bombs attributed to the Unabomber were
mailed from the city.
While federal agents declined
to give specific dates, a man who
co-owns several hotels in downtown Sacramento said the FBI in
March took registration cards
from the Marshall Hotel covering
the week of June 17-24, 1993.
That week coincides with a
time when two letter bombs were

FROM PAGE 1
ing Asian member on the council.
Army Chief of Staff Gen.
Yoon Yong-nam called a meeting
of major field commanders today
and ordered troops to respond
resolutely to any North Korean
soldiers crossing into the South.
"Troops must take immediate
action under the rules of engagement against any North Korean
soldiers taking even one step into
the South across the border,"
Yoon said.
Under the military's rule of
engagement, soldiers are first
supposed to warn intruders and
then shoot at them unless they
return to the North.
There were no reported North
Korean incursions at Panmunjom
on Monday, although Seoul officials predicted that provocations
would continue.
South Korean officials said
they have had no indication of
North Korean troop movements
in other parts of the 151 mileborder.
The 650,000-member South
Korean military remained on
heightened alert. Top army, navy
and air force officers have frequently visited front-line units to
check combat readiness.

mailed with Sacramento postmarks. One injured Dr. Charles
Epstein, a geneticist at the University of California at San Francisco, on June 22, 1993. Two
days later, another package
injured Yale University computer
scientist David Gelernter.
"I gave them a box of maybe a
thousand cards and they went
through them and took eight
away with them," hotel co-owner
Ronald Henry said Monday.
Investigators are tracking
whether Kaczynski traveled from
his cabin at times when the Unabomber mailed bombs that killed
three people and injured 23 in
nine states over the past 18 years.
The painstaking search of Kaczynski's 10-by-12-foot cabin was
expected to continue through the
week, FBI spokesman George
Grotz said.
Other evidence found at the
cabin so far includes bombmaking materials, notes on how
to make bombs, and a typewriter
that appears to be the one the
Unabomber used to type letters
and his 35,000-word manifesto,
law enforcement sources have
said.
Agents are trying to build a
strong enough case to charge
Kaczynski with the Unabomber
crimes. So far, he is charged only
with possession of bomb-making
materials in the cabin.
A federal grand jury is scheduled to meet April 17 to consider charges against him.

IN Patton...

III Lawyer...
FROM PAGE 1
lot of people are worried."
The requests to be argued were
not filed by Nichols' attorneys,
but he will be affected by the
judge's decision, said Tia Goodman, one of his lawyers.
McVeigh and Nichols face the
death penalty if convicted of
murder and conspiracy charges in
the April 19 Oklahoma City federal building bombing that killed
168 people and injured more than
500.
Matsch moved the trial here
earlier this year, ruling an impartial jury could not be seated in
Oklahoma.
Meanwhile, Nichols' brother
told CBS News that he frequently
saw McVeigh building and experimenting with explosives, despite
McVeigh's claim that he "never
touched a bomb."
James Nichols said that his
brother and McVeigh made small
explosives, most no bigger than
firecrackers, in a large tool shed

on his Michigan farm.
"Some of them were made in
plastic bottles, plastic pop bottles,
you know, pint-sized ones,"
James Nichols said. "Just kids
play. That's all it was. Purely,
simply kids play."
James Nichols said he laughed
at them and didn't think it was
unusual.
"You talk to the normal
Americans out here in the country, they all do it," he told CBS
News.
James Nichols spent five
weeks in custody last year, first
as a material witness in the
bombing and then on unrelated
explosives charges. The charges
were later dropped. He says he
and his brother had nothing to do
with the bombing.
In Time magazine this week,
McVeigh said he didn't have any
experience with bombs. "I've
never had my hand on one. I used
to watch other people do it. I
won't go into that," he said.

FROM PAGE 1
all three nominees, both for and
against. fc,r different reasons."
Baker said he would be a candidate for the remaining two
years of Reynolds' term in a special election to be held in
November.
Cooper and two judges on the
Court of Appeals — John Miller
of Owensboro and Joseph Huddleston of Bowling Green —
have expressed some interest in
that race.
Baker, 59, is a graduate of
Harvard College and the Harvard
law school.

The North seeks to replace the
1953 Korean armistice with a
peace treaty with the United
States that would effectively snub
rival South Korea, which it considers an American puppet.
Washington has rejected the
North's moves, saying that a new
peace mechanism Must be discussed by the two Koreas.
U.N. spokesman Ahmad Fawzi
said Monday that the Korean
situation "is very high on the
secretary-general's agenda."
He said U.N. Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
who visited China, South Korea
and Japan in late March, "is
practicing what we like to call
quiet diplomacy."
South Korean officials also
expected that Alexander Panov, a
deputy Russian foreign minister,
would discuss the issue when he
visits Pyongyang later this week.
Before leaving for Pyongyang
for previously arranged talks that
are scheduled to begin Wednesday, Panov urged North Korea to
"show restraint" and hold talks
with South Korea.
Russia supported North Korea
in the Korean conflict, but its
relations with Pyongyang have
been strained since it established
diplomatic relations with Seoul in
1990.

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A Hopkinsville priest is hoping a
bill- passed by the General
Assembly this year will encourage more doctors to volunteer at
clinics that treat the poor.

The next day, the bill began to
sail through the Senate, winning
final legislative approval on
March 29, the last day for the initial passage of bills. It had just
one "no" vote.

Baker's Hopkinsville health
care clinic, which has 40 doctors
either working in it or accepting
referrals, could use the money
now spent on malpractice premiums for such things as medicine, or to help pay for a move to
a larger office, he said.
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Baker returned to the legislature in 1989 representing the 9th
Senatorial District of Barren,
Allen, Butler, Edmonson, Metcalfe, Ohio and Simpson counties.

The Green Plain building is located approximately 1 mile off of Highway
641 between Murray and Hazel on the old Murray-Paris Highway.
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Crase, a physician, introduced
the bill on March 5, the last day
for Senate bills to be filed. Since
both the Senate and House are
run by Democrats, Crase said it
helped when Pendleton added his
name to it.
A fiscal note attached to the
bill says it couldn't be determined how much the premiums
will cost the state, since it's not
known how many health care
providers would ultimately qualify. The note says the premiums
cost between $750 and $1,000 a
year for each provider.
"I don't think it'll wind up
costing much," Pendleton said.
"I think this is the right thing to
do."

Baker, the pastor of SS. Peter
and Paul Catholic Church, began
seeking relief from the insurance
requirement about three years
ago, when he helped start the St.
Luke Free Clinic in Hopkinsville.
The clinic — which serves area
families without insurance and
has had about 8,000 patient visits
during its lifetime — paid $9,736
over a two-year period for malpractice insurance.
Last month Franklin Circuit
Judge Roger Crittenden struck

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

as ala

The bill was sponsored by
Sens. James Crase, R-Somerset,
and Joey Pendleton, DHopkinsville, who had worked on
the 1994 legislation. This year's
bill repealed that law.

There are also free clinics in
Owensboro, Paducah and Bowling Green, and Baker says three
others in Louisville are seeking
state licensing.

GOSPEL MEETING

• s

3

down a 1994 law that imposed a
$1-a-year fee on all doctors and
lawyers in Kentucky to pay the
insurance premiums for the free
clinics.
In his March 18 decision, Crittenden held that the fee — which
had been under attack from the
lawyers — amounted to "special
legislation" and was thus barred
by the state constitution.

The bill requires the state to
pay the malpractice insurance
premiums for any charitable
health care provider, and Gov.
Paul Patton is expected to sign it.
"This is what we wanted all
along," the Rev. Gerald Baker, a
Catholic priest, said Monday. "...
It certainly is of great benefit to

You Are Cordially Invited To Attend A

Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
All Night Services

—•••

State to dole out
clinic premiums

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

He first entered the legislature
in 1968 and served two terms in
the house before his election to
the Senate in 1972. He served
until 1981, when he left to spend
two years as assistant general
counsel in the Department of
Defense.
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FROM OUR READERS
Hotline available to public
Dear Editor:
April is Child Abuse Prevention Month. Child abuse may be in the
form of physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional abuse or neglect.
Physical abuse is the intentional injury of a child by hitting, shaking,
kicking, biting, and even burning. Sexual abuse is exposing a child to
sexual contact, intercourse, or sexually explicit material.
Emotional abuse is the maltreatment of a child by derogatory
comments, threats, or ignoring them. Neglect occurs when children do
not receive the proper care to keep them safe and healthy. All abuse is
illegal.
Child abuse complaints have been increasing. The number of arrests
in child abuse cases, investigated by the Kentucky State Police,
increased by 27.6 percent during the 1994-95 fiscal year over the
previous fiscal year. The Kentucky Department of Social Services
received over 40,000 reports ofchild abuse,during thatsame time. Many
counties in Kentucky have established multi-disciplinary teams to
investigate child abuse. These teams are comprised of a minimum of law
enforcement and the Department of Social Services, but may also
include representatives from education, medical and mental health,
prosecutors, victims advocates, and adult survivors of child abuse.
Contact your county attorney, if you wish to become involved.
If you would like more information, or to schedule an educational
program,contact the Public Affairs Officer at your local Kentucky State
Police Post or 1 -800-KIDS-SAFE.
Since October 1, 1993, the Kentucky State Police has operated a tollfree phone number for the public to anonymously report child abuse or
obtain information.
During the previous two years, callers on the.toll-free number have
stated they were prompted to report abuse after they saw an article or the
public service announcement in their local paper.
If you have any questions,or would like more information, please feel
free to call me at 1-800-KIDS-SAFE or (502) 227-8708.
Detective Brenda Caudill-Barnes
Missing and Exploited Children
Unit Supervisor
Kentucky State Police
919 Versailles Road
Frankfort, KY 40601

Festival adds to Murray
My mother was 40 when I was
born, and my father over 50, so -even if they had had energy and
enthusiasm for parenting the older
kids-- by the time I came along they
were clearly weary of babytalk,
highchairs, and bibs. My father's
policy was to steer clear of the kids
until they were old enough to
discuss college tuition. Mother always claimed she was just not cut
out for motherhood, and having
offspring that spanned a 12-year
gap ruined her life in ways too
painful to chronicle. But when I was
4 and the rest of the brood was
finally in school all day, Mother saw
a chance for escape and she took it.
In the year before I started kindergarten, we took the 45-minute
train ride to Manhattan frequently,
becoming such regular passengers
that the conductor let me punch my
own ticket. Our trips always followed the same routine. We left
home after breakfast dishes were
done and gone, and got home in
time to get dinner on the table.
We ate lunch at Schrafft's or the
automat.
Mother
preferred
Schrafft's, were there were linen
napkins on the table and waitresses
who wore starched ruffles on their
heads, almost like crowns. I liked
the automat because the food was
cleverly locked behind tiny windows that only opened when you
put the right number of coins in the
slot. To me, that was the height of
luxury, even though the sandwiches
were a little stale and the chocolate
pudding sported a skin so tough
sometimes a spoon wouldn't pen-

plays that were ready for publii
viewing and feedback. After a festi
val production, a play might b
further revised and submitted it
other theaters for additional deve
lopment and production.
Since the first festival, play
wrights from the region have writ
ten a total of 51 new plays. Man;
works have gone on to production,
at various community, universit3
and professional theaters around tht
country. The accomplishments oi
the festival have stimulated attention around the state and around th.
country. Last year, even an intema
tional theater journal featured a
article on the West Kentucky Play
wrights Festival's amazing success

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
etrate it.
After lunch we always took in a
show -- sometimes a movie, other
times a Broadway play. I don't
remember many of the details, but to
me that year was a blur of afternoon
naps taken in velvet chairs that
folded up if I squirmed too much.
I fell asleep easier in the movies
than the plays. The remoteness of
the silver screen made that world
seem too glamorous and far away to
have anything to do with me. But
the theater was different. Those
were real people up there. Sometimes we were close enough to see
them spit when they talked, or to
watch slow half-moons of sweat
form under their arms.
The play I remember most from
those trips was called "Wonderful
Town." It was about two sisters who
carte to New York from Ohio and
took an apartment in Greenwich
Village. One of them wanted to be
an actress, I think, and the other
dreamed of being a w riter. There are
two things I recall vividly about that
production. The first is a song that
had the memorable line,"Why - o why - o - why -o/ Why did I ever
leave Ohio?"
I had no idea what "Ohio" was

when I was 4, but I knew from the
plantive tone of the lyrics, it must
have been something like heaven or
Disneyland.
The other item I remember is a
character in the play, a young man
who ran around in his shorts a lot of
the time. I suppose that impressed
me because I realized that you could
behave outrageously on stage and
get applause and laughter, doing
things that in real life would get you
in a lot of trouble.
Now that I write plays myself, I
think back to those early experiences spending afternoons in New
York with my mother as part of
what influenced me to be a playwright. But there is another influence more recent.
In 1988, when I moved to Murray, Playhouse in the Park was just
starting the West Kentucky Playwrights Festival. A workshop on
writing the 10-minute play had been
conducted by Actors Theatre of
Louisville, and the response was so
positive that the Playhouse decided
to launch a workshop for aspiring
playwrights form the region. Biweekly meetings were held and
plays-in-progress were read, critiqued and then revised. A festival,
held annually in April, showcased

This year's festival runs Apri
12-14 and April 19-21. Longo
plays are being performed at 8 p.m
on April 12-13 and 19-20. Matinee:
are slated for 2 p.m. on the 14th anc
the 21st. Free staged readings 01
shorter works are scheduled for
p.m. on April 13 and April 20, witt
all performances at Murray's Playhouse in the Park. For these twc
weeks of the year, Murray becomes
another kind of "Wonderful Town,'
one that supports the developmeni
of new works for the stage.
If you are interested in seeing
new plays begin to take shape,come
to the festival. What you see in this
wonderful town in 1996, could be
the talk of the town as next season's
off-Broadway hit.
For additional information about
the 8th annual West Kentucky Playwrights Festival, call Playhouse in
the Park at 502-759-1752.
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March 29 — Hobbs (N.M.) News-Sun on making money on
0.J. Simpson:
The trial of the century has turned into a run for the Money.
When the O.J. trial ended, we all thought we had seen it all. But
no, an entire new industry has grown from the O.J. trial — that of
the author. Everyone who had anything to do with the trial (and
quite a few who didn't) has something to say in writing, and for a

ol

price.

The recent emergence of Chris Darden is a phenomenon all unto
itself. ... Darden's breakdown at the press conference, his protection of the victims' families throughout the trial had lulled us into
the belief that whatever faults he had, here was a true public servant who poured his heart and soul into his job and stood by his
convictions. Now it would seem the cash register was ringing in his
head during the entire trial like many others.
When Chris Darden grants interviews because he believes it is
time to come out into the open with his opinions, we believed for
one second that he had something new to say. Now we find that he
has something to sell.
While he has just as much right to make a buck off the trial of
the century as anyone else, we are tired of hearing about it. Especially from people who profess to have a higher calling than making a buck.
Now that ... Darden has signed his $1.2 million book deal, he has
decided to take this year off and possibly next year to think. Possibly to think up a new angle for a new book?
While freedom of speech is a protected constitutional right, freedom to not read anymore of the "inside story" is a right we will
exercise:
The trial of the century was about abuse, jealousy, corrupt cops,
shoddy investigation by L.A. crime labs and ultimately, about a not
guilty verdict. Enough already. Unless Marcia Clark has some new
evidence, the book publishers should give us some peace.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any kitCT and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Lefler to the Kditor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1440, Murray, KY 42(r .

Attention Washington!
US. REP. Ed Whicfleld
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

or or ...or
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Polls may not be indicator
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
the real season opens, spring
training scores and standings
don't mean a thing. That's as true
in presidential campaigns as in
baseball — and for politicians,
there's still time to work out the
kinks, set the lineup and test the
tactics.
The springtime polling that
shows President Clinton comfortably ahead of Sen. Bob Dole
ought to be read that way. It's
early in the period Dole has
called "a long dry spell"
between his capture of the GOP
nomination and the national political conventions in August.
Too early for readings to be
more than measures of mood far
'in advance.
Preferences change, and
besides, the ones that win or lose
a presidential election are registered in 51 contests, not
nationally.
Those are not the only caveats
in a survey just issued by the Pew
Research Center, which rates
Clinton the leader, 53 percent to
Dole's 41 percent, in a survey at
the end of March.
"While things are looking up
for the DeMOCralS." the Pew ce.nter analysis said, — there may be
worrisome parallels to 1992 in
Bill Clinton's current lead over
Bob Dole. It is almost identical in
size and character to George
Bush's lead over Clinton four
years ago at this time.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
"Now, as then, members of the
challenger's party have yet to rally around their candidate," the
poll appraisal said. "... While
Clinton is doing better, there is
little indication that voters have
given Dole as good a look as they
will in the coming months."
Two more national polls read
Clinton's way, too, although one
showed his margin over Dole
narrowed, to 10 percentage
points, during the month in which
the Kansas senator cemented his
nominating majority to run
against Clinton. A third poll
made it Clinton 55 percent, Dole
41.
The polling error margins in
those three surveys ranged from 2
to 4 percentage points.
At this point, state-by-state
polling also reflects Clinton
leads, and by similar margins.
The most recent California
polls, in mid-March, showed
Clinton ahead with margins similar to those in the national
surveys. That one state will
award 54 electoral votes on Nov.
5, representing one-fifth of the
270 elector majority required to

win the White House. Clinton
won there four years ago, and it
is central to his strategy to counter Republican strength in the
South, Sun Belt and Mountain
West.
Clinton's also rated the leader
in polls in New York, a linchpin
must for any Democratic nominee. Democrats don't win without
that state; John F. Kennedy and
Jimmy Carter did capture the
White House while narrowly losing California.
Scored by the last month's
polling, the president is ahead in
states with more than enough
electoral votes to return him to
the White House. The surveys
show Dole leading in only two of
the 10 biggest states.
But those are exhibition season
numbers, certain to change, probably more than once, before an
election nearly seven months
away. The expectation on both
sides is of a close contest. While
Dole's battle for the GOP nomination was brief, it also was
bruising, and he's got to erase the

A

;

image drawn by his rivals of a
politician lacking in fresh ideas.
He's got his own arena, the
Senate, in which to try. There's
no precedent for the circumstances confronting Dole and
Clinton as Congress reconvenes
next week, contestants for the
White House in charge of two
branches of government.
Clinton said they should govern and leave the politics until
after their national conventions,
but that won't be. His pet line is
that there shouldn't be another
government work stoppage
because there is an election
coming.
What there won't be is a campaign stoppage.
That could mean gridlock, a
risky course, since there's no telling who'd be blamed. Dole's
answer to critics who question his
vision for the future is that he is
a leader who knows how to get
things done.
But according to the Pew
Research Center poll, people are
prepared to credit Clinton and the
Republican Congress about
equally for progress on the
budget, welfare and health insurance. And to blame them about
equally if there is none.

A

EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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viarl, JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Blind Support Group changes meeting
Calloway County Support Group for the Blind has changed its
meeting from third Thursday to second Thursday. The next meeting
will be Thursday, April 11, at 6 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County
Public Library, according to Glenda Carroll, secretary.

CWU meeting on Wednesday
The Executive Commiuee of Church Women United of Murray
and Calloway County will meet Wednesday, April 10, at 10 a.m. in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. All churches are
urged to have a representative present at the meeting.

Prayer Coffee planned Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, April 11, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Freda Lovett, East Y
Subdivision, Murray. All interested persons are invited to attend.

CCHS Council to meet April 15
Calloway County High School SBDM Council will hold an open
meeting on Monday, April 15, at 6:30 p.m. in the high school
library. This will be for all parents who wish to nominate or to be
nominated for the two parent representative positions for the
1996-97 and 1997-98 school years. All parents are encouraged to
attend this very important meeting. Actual elections will be Monday,
April 29.

Promise Keepers event Thursday
The Purchase Area Taskforce in Support of Promise Keepers will
meet again to plan an area "Wake-Up Call." All interested men are
urged to come to New Life Christian Bookstore, North side of
courtsquare in downtown Murray, on Thursday, April 11, at 7 p.m.
This is open to all interested men.

Confirmation classes planned
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club will continue its series of Conformation classes tonight (Tuesday) from 7 to 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park. Classes will also be on April 16 and 23. The entry fee
is $5 for members and $10 for non members. For information call
Barbara Keel-McClure, 753-2298.

Shiloh Assembly is meeting
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly is in revival services all this month
at 7 p.m. The public is invited, according to the Rev. Roy L. Balentine, pastor.

VFW meeting on Thursday
VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday, April 11, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Campbell soup
labels are still needed. All members are encouraged to to attend.

SCV Chapter to meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Thursday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the Farm Bureau
office, East side of court square, Clinton. The video, "Echoes of the
Blue and Gray #3, will be shown. Those interested in joining S.C.V.
may call Sandy Forrest, 753-9688.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, April 11, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Murray Camp 592 will meet
Murray Camp 592 Woodmen of the World will meet Thursday,
April 11, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. Aubrey Willoughly,
president, urges all members to attend.

Zeta Department plans event
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
April 11, at the club house to go to Magnolia Manor, Mayfield, for
lunch. Hostesses will be Vivian Hale, Techla Farrell, Lucy Lilly,
Geri Andersen and Peggy Brown.

Faxon Fire District will meet
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, April 11, at 7 p.m. at the
,
I Faxon Fire Building, located at Chapel Road and Highway 94 East.
I All area residents are urged to attend.

Animal Shelter lists new hours
Animal Shelter, operated by the Humane Society of Calloway
County, announces its new spring hours to be open to the public.
The hours will be 1 to 5 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday, and noon to 2 p.m. on Saturday. The shelter will be closed
all day on Wednesday. The Animal Shelter is a United Way agency.

AA meeting will be Thursday
An AA meeting will be Thursday, April 11, at 7 p.m. at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray. These meetings are held each Thursday. For information call 753-7676.

Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Cooper

Anniversary reception
scheduled on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Cooper of Murray will be honorcd on their 60th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 14.
A reception, hosted by their daughters, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-toccri ins nations
will be sent. The family requests that guests not brim:. gilts.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper were married April 11, 19 4), at the tnited
Methodist Parsonage at Hazel with the Rev. Knox (i. Dunn officiating. Their attendants were Reeba Mac Dunn and Claud Wilson.
Mrs. Cooper, the former Lurine Erwin, is the daughter of the late
Emmet Erwin and Mary Outland Erwin. Mr. Cooper, son ot the late
Chesley Cooper and Willie Spencer Cooper, is a retired teacher and
Kentucky Public Health Administrator.
The have two daughters, Mrs. Jan Taylor and husband, Ron, of
Starkville, Miss., and Mrs. Sarah Kubicki and husband, Mike, of Tinley Park, Ill. One daughter, Mary Christi Cooper, is deceased.
Their two grandchildren are Andrew Kubicki and Jana Kubicki of
Tinley Park, Ill.

Pottertown Homemakers
hear lesson by Mrs. Carter
Lavine Carter presented a lesson on "Wild Flowers" at the
March meeting of Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at Racer
Inn.
Mrs. Carter also gave the devotion in the absence of Lurenc
Cooper, devotional leader.
Wanda Dixon, president, presided. Kay Carlson, secretary, had

the roll call and minutes. Mary
Moore gave the treasurer's
report.
Games were directed by Anita
Purvis. Also present were Bobbie
Cook, Mary Hopson and Christine Collins.
The group planned a trip to
Majestic Restaurant, Mayfield,
for the June meeting.

Members of South Pleasant
Grove Club go to Nashville
Ten members of South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club met
March 13 to carpool to Nashville,
Tenn., for a special day of events.
Linda Workman, president,
conducted a short business meeting while the group had breakfast. Lesson sheets on "Wild
Flowers" were distributed.
Several members indicated

nt Mlle (641 8.-Next to Ca la's Jeep) Monty, IT
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Taylor Ryan
Green born
Jennifer Robyn Green ol Rt 2.
Box 35, Hazel, is the mother ()I a
baby girl, Taylor Ryan Green,
born on Thursday. March 2X,
1996, at 5:4g p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed seven pounds six
ounces and measured 2.0 inches.
Grandparents are Joe and
Martha Green of Rt. 2, Hazel.
Great-grandmothers are Mrs.
Marie E. Wilson of Jonesboro,
Ark., and Mrs. Mildred M. Green
of Rt. 2, Hazel. Two aunts are
Martha JoAnne Green and Mary
Jane Green of Murray.

Murrayan
gets degree
BOWLING GREEN --- Knsta
Anne Gaines of Murray received
her Bachelor of General studies
degree from Western Kentucky
University in December 1995.
Gaines is a graduate assistant
in organizational communications
at Murray State University. She
is also employed at MSU.
A graduate of Calloway County High School, she is the

daughter of Thomas and Jane
Gaines of Murray.

Margaret Taylor presents
lesson for homemakers club
Margaret Taylor presented a
lesson on "Wild Flowers" at the
March meeting of Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at Ellius
Center.
Mrs. Taylor told of ways wild
flowers have become popular in
home gardens and natural areas
in recent years.
Obena Hale gave the devotion
reading "To Everything There Is
A Season" and leading in prayer.
Each member answered the roll
call by "spring cleaning you need

to do."

President Quava Honchul
reported on the Calloway County
Council meeting. Aa special
workshop on "Body Cues" will
be in April. She said 67 pounds
of aluminum tabs had been
received to help send children
with cancer to summer camp.
Hostesses were Martha Wrablik and Gene Wrathcr.
The club will meet Wednesday,
April 10, at 10 a.m. at Ellis
Center.

The Garden Path

I Tues.-Pri. 10-5

Wednesday, April 10
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/10 a m Chancel
Choir potluck wAlton Swittst6 p m .
Adult Bible Study/6 30 p m Wesleyan
Circle wittathryn Glover. Ruth Wilson
w/Norma Frank/7 30 p m
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a m Fellowship supper,5 30
p m., Library open/6.15 p m . Youth
Prime Time, Praise1/6.30 p m . Prayer
meeting and Bible Study 6 35 p in
Sanctuary Choir and Intercessory
Prayer/7.45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club.
Youth. College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studiesi'7 p m
Dexter Baptist Church worship 7 30
pm•
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m
All-Campus Sing4 p.m in front of
Lovett Auditorium, MSU
Recitals by Esther Dowdy student
flute/6:30 p m. and MSU Woodwind
Chamber Music
p m "Farrell
Recital Hall, FA CenteriMSU
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
MSU/open 8:30 a.m -4.15 pm
Curris Center Gallery/MSU;open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery. FA Center, MSU open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open 9
am.-4:30 p m

they would like to attend the
Southern Women's Show at
Nashville April 12.
Members were urged to fill out
thc record sheet in the center of
the homemaker yearbook.
The club has canceled iLs meeting on Wednesday because of the
illness of Hilda Miller's mother,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.

MIN
•Quality Garden Tools
*Useful & Decorative Gifts
*Dried Floral & Herbal Arrangement
4.14%ntique & Lovingly Used Items

Tuesday, April 9
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/730 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/753-9395, 759-2512 or 489-2046.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4.30 p.m./board room
of MCCH. Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church,
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
St. Leo Catholic Church Ladies
Guild/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Louella Beddoe
Group w/Carla Rexroat and Weeknight
Women's Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church CWF Group
III/7:30 p m. w/Margaret Boone.
Martha Saywoll piano student
recital/8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, FA
Center, MSU.
Wednesday, April 10
Calloway County Public Library children's events canceled today.
(AA)/closed discussion/11
am/American Legion Building.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Free blood
pressure checks/11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Weaks Ginter/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Oaks Country Club Ladies'
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club Ladies'
Golf/9:30 a.m.; Bridge/10 a.m.
Homemakers'
Clubs
Pottertown/10:30 a.m./Racer Inn; New
Concord/not announced; Harris
Grove/10 a.m./Ellis Center; South
Pleasant Grove/canceled.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
Office/8:30-11:30 a.m. 12:30-3 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist Church
Women/7 p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist Church
Women/1130 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Mission
Friends, GA's, R.A.'s, Youth, Prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
P.m.

Covered?
Don't wait until an accident to
find out that you're not totally
covered. See me today about
your auto policy.

Ashley Ross • 753-0489 • Ross Insurance

HOP TO IT
Put a spring in your step and bounce in your hair with a
perm from the JCPenney Styling Salon Right now save
1610 on any perm or relax*, regularly priced S60 or
more. Plus, take home a little hare - buy a Paul Mitchell
16 oz. Th. Conditioner or The Dotangler at the regular
price of 10.95 and take home•cuddly bunny as our gift
whiffle TAIPPleas last.
For the salon nearest you, call 1-800-542-5565.
°Ow ...we.3,1 13 11113

en. Wow
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A WHOLE NEW LOOK
Salon Hours
Chestnut Hills • Murray
759-9811

Mon.-Frl. 8-8, Sat 8-6
Sun. 1-5
.
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RACER BASKETBALL

Gottfried set to reload Racers
Murray St. coach
anxiously awaits
NCAA signing day
Michael Jordan
40 Points, 10 Rebounds

Bulls' run
ended by
Charlotte

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
When it comes to recruiting,
Racer basketball coach Mark
Gottfried has the same game plan
as he did when he took his Murray State basketball team to
places like Purdue and Louisville:
Hit the road and try to knock
off one of the big boys.
"In recruiting, our philosophy
is like anything else — you need
upsets," the first-year Murray
State coach said on Monday.

"Our goal is to get upsets. It's
just like a game that people say
you can't win.
"In recruiting, people will say
you can't recruit a certain player.
Well, you can win some."
Goufried and his staff hope to
begin upsetting top programs
from across the country when the
NCAA's spring signing period
begins on Wednesday.
Murray State, coming off an
Ohio Valley Conference championship, must replace seven
seniors, including two-time OVC
player of the year Marcus Brown.
Gottfried signed four players in
the fall — Kijana Howard, Dennis Dahl, Arnell Hamilton and
Michael Turner — and already

Mark Gottfried
has two verbal commitments this
spring.
Alabama Mr. Basketball Isaac

Chicago's 98-97 loss
halts United streak
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — The streak
is over. So is the mystique. The
Chicago Bulls are not invincible
at home.
"We had a goal of winning
every game this season on our
home court. It was not meant to
be," said Scottie Pippen, who
missed two tip-in tries in the final
seconds as the Bulls' 44-game
regular-season home winning
streak ended Monday with a
98-97 loss to the Charlotte
Hornets.
Chicago's 37-0 home start was
the best in NBA history.
"We can look at the positive
side," said Michael Jordan, who
had 40 points and 11 rebounds
but missed a shot before the final
horn. "This really puts us in a
different frame of mind, that even
if we're playing at home, we can
lose. We have to come out more
focused. We can't take anyone
lightly."
Not even the Hornets.
Friday in Charlotte, the Bulls
led 20-0 at the four-minute mark
and embarrassed their hosts,
126-92.
"They had a right to be overconfident against us," Hornets
coach Allan Bristow said. "We
didn't even show up Friday. We
were totally humiliated. Tonight,
we played hard."
Dell Curry made two free
throws with 19.4 seconds to go
and scored 12 of his 19 points in
the fourth quarter as the Hornets
(39-37) moved VA games ahead
of Miami in the race for the final
Eastern Conference postseason
spot — and the right to meet Chicago in the first round of the
playoffs.
•
Though it won't become the
first NBA team ever to go
unbeaten at home in a season,

Spencer, a 6-7 forward from
Montgomery's Jefferson Davis
High School, committed to the
Racers in early February.
Aaron Paige, a 6-4 guard from
McNeill High School in Austin,
Texas, committed to Gottfried in
March. He was recently named
the player of the year in Austin
and also first team all-state.
With the NCAA's more stringent eligibility requirements.
Gottfried said he'll join many
college coaches who'll oversign
players this spring.
"I hope we'll sign four or five
guys in the spring," said Goufried. "Every guy's situation is
different, and we'll probably have
a couple that may have to sit out

their first year.
"Any year but this and it
wouldn't be so unpredictable," he
added. "But for schools like Murray State, it cuts the (player) pool
down because we're battling the
SEC for eligible players."
Some publications, as well as
other sources, have linked the
Racers to several top recruits:
• Louisville Central's Ray
Cunningham, a 6-5 swing forward, visited MSU in late February and is reportedly leaning toward the Racers.
• Aubrey Reese, a 6-0 point
guard from Auburn, Ala., has
MSU at the top of his list.
See Page 7

Nomo outduels
Braves' Glavine
for 1-0 L.A. win

AMMO° rf•SS mot°
More than 52,000 St. Louis fans Jammed refurbished Busch Stadium Monday for the Cardinals' opener.

'Grass Stain'
St. Louis falls to Expos in Busch opener
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Busch
Stadium is an aesthetic success
after an $8 million makeover,
but the new grass field might
have hurt the St. Louis Cardinals in their home opener.
F.P. Santangelo drove in the
go-ahead run with an infield hit,
a slow dribbler in the 10th
inning, as the Expos beat the
Cardinals 4-3 Monday night,
disappointing a crowd of
52,841.
A fielding error by shortstop

Ozzie Smith, through the years
nearly a flawless .fielder on artificial turf, helped the Expos tie
it in the eighth.
"The new ballpark affected
the game," Expos manager
Felipe Alou said. "Going back
to mother nature, the ball that
Santangelo hit on AstroTurf
would be an easy play. Smith's
ground ball was a double play
ball that came up. That's what a
new field does."
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa wasn't about to blame
grass for the loss.

"There's an awful lot of
errors being made on routine
balls," La Russa said. "I just
think a lot of defenders aren't
in the groove yet."
Mark Grudzielanek singled
off Jeff Parrett (1-1) to start the
10th, took second on Mike
Lansing's sacrifice and third on
a groundout. Moises Alou was
intentionally walked before
Santangelo's hit to the right
side.
II See Page 7

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
noisy, sellout crowd at Dodger
Stadium was treated to a sunny
afternoon with the temperature in
the high 70s, and a beautiful
pitching duel.
Hideo Nomo, the 1995 NL rookie of the year, pitched a threehitter Monday in the Dodgers'
home opener as they beat Tom
Glavine and the Atlanta Braves
1-0.
"This was about as wellpitched on both sides as any
game I've been involved in,"
Dodger first baseman Eric ICarros
said. "Nomo threw a great game,
Glavine threw a great game."
Nomo pitched the first shutout
of the 1996 season, allowing only
David Justice's leadoff single in
the second inning, Jeff Blauser's
two-out double in the eighth and
Fred McGrifrs leadoff single in
the ninth.
"I felt great," Nomo said
through an interpreter. "We got a
1-0 lead in the early innings and I
wanted to keep it that way."

National League
Glavine allowed five hits, all
singles, struck out nine and
walked two before being lifted
for a pinch-hitter in the eighth.
Glavine, who gave up three
singles in the third, including
Raul Mondesi's run-scoring hit,
said: "I don't think he (Nomo)
outpitched me, but he got the
results he wanted and that's what
counts. Ultimately I'm not facing
Hideo Nomo. I've got to get their
hitters out and hope it's good
enough."
Nomo (1-1) struck out six,
walked five and did not allow a
runner past second base until the
ninth in a game played before a
crowd of 53,180. Pinch-runner
Jerome Walton made it to third
on Ryan Klesko's one-out grounder, then Nomo retired Javy
Lopez on a fly ball to end it.
Mondesi drove in the only run
with a third-inning single, one of
just five hits off Glavine (1-1) in
his seven innings. Mike Piazza
II See Page 7

Popeye bags double-double for Mays
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Jason
Kidd had 21 points and 12 assists,
and his steal with 45 seconds
remaining led to the go-ahead
basket, as the Dallas Mavericks
defeated Golden State 104-102
Monday night
Popeye Jones had 14 points and
13 rebounds for the Mays, who hit
nine 3-pointers. Jones hit 2-of-3

from 3-point. Dallas, which already
has set NBA records for 3-pointers
made and attempted this season,
went 9-for-25 from behind the line.
Kidd hit all three of his 3-pointers
and McCloud went 3-for-12.
Jimmy Jackson had 24 points
and George McCloud had 22 for
Dallas.

• See Page 7

THE MASTERS

Wiser Woods set for Augusta
Stanford sophomore adds
strength, insight to game

Associated Press photo

Golf sensation Tiger Woods, right, strolls down Augusta National's No. 2 fairway with
PGA Tour professional Grog Norman during Monday's practice round prior to Thursday's start of The Masters.

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — The sun was
getting close to the tree line at Augusta
National. The course was empty. The practice green was abuzz with mowers to keep
the slickest greens in golf from losing their
edge.
For Tiger Woods, though, the day was not
done.
Unmoved by the sound of the mowers or
the lateness of the hour, Woods continued to
putt. His routine was meticulous. He would
place throe balls in a row, strike each one,
and analyze what he could have done better.
All the while, his father barked instructions in his ear.
"Stroke it," Earl Woods commanded.
"No, you pushed that one."
A year after his memorable first appearance in the Masters, the country's most fam-

ous amateur golfer is back again — older,
wiser, stronger, more determined.
"It's not a big learning experience like it
was last year," Tiger Woods said, "because
I've already been here before."
Even though he played in a college tournament Sunday for Stanford, the 20-year-old
sophomore caught a red-eye flight to
Augusta and arrived shortly before midnighL He was on the course Monday, playing 18 holes with Greg Norman during the
first official practice day.

Though Woods was the only amateur to
make the cut and finished in a tie for 41st
with a 5-over 293, he wasn't pleased with a
performance that everyone else deemed a
rousing success.
"That wasn't what he had in mind," his
father said. "He was having distance problems with his short irons. But he showed
what he could do when he birdied three of
the last four holes that final day. When he's
on, he's awesome to watch."
At Christmas, Woods swiped his father's
"He's much better prepared than he was collection of Masters tapes, which go back
last year," Earl Woods said. "Obviously, to the 1978 tournament, and began studying
anytime you experience something, you're them between his classwork. He earned a
better prepared the second time around. The return trip to Augusta by repeating at U.S.
amateur champion.
Masters is no exception."
In his first Masters, Woods showed
"He's changed his perception of the Masremarkable composure in the face of intense ters," Earl Woods said. "He's really
media scrutiny and fan attention. His boom- focused on it for the first time. Last year, it
ing drives off the tee left the crowd aston- was just a tournament to gain experience.
ished, and his touch on the icy greens was This year, he's really prepared for it"
amazing for someone who had never played
While the hype has subsided for Woods'
at Augusta National. Only a bedeviling iron
game — he kept hitting his shots too far —
•See Page 7
kept him from contending.
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PRO FOOTBALL

football left in him," Tobin said.
Asked what makes Esiason,
who turns 35 next week, better
than Krieg, 37, the rookie coach
had a humorous answer about the
first left-handed starter in Cardinals history: "He can go to his
left."
"He's a little bit taller," added
Tobin, the defensive coordinator
at Indianapolis last season.
"They've both played well in
this league, but Boomer is almost
three years younger. I played
against him twice a year, and I
know the kind of quarterback he
is and what he brings to the
table."
It looks like a lot of playaction passes.
Short lobs also might fit in

By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer
TEMPE, Ariz.(AP) — Boomer
Esiason, who leaves little doubt
about his football intelligence
and experience, prompts plenty of
question marks about his arm
strength.
Those questions do not bother
Arizona Cardinals coach Vince
Tobin, who released Dave Krieg
on Monday and hired Esiason.
"I think he's a top-quality
quarterback. He's still got a lot of

with Tobin's plan, because fullback Larry Centers set an NFL
record for running backs last year
with 101 catches.
Esiason said he had feelers
from two other teams, but
decided last week after dinner
with new offensive coordinator
Jim Fassel to play for the Cardinals and pass up a network
broadcast opportunity.
"A lot of quarterback situations were set, realistically, and
this was a team that would fit for
me. I didn't want this opportunity
to pass me by," said Esiason,
who lobbied for the job after the
New York Jets spent $25 million
over five years for Neil
O'Donnell and made it clear they
wouldn't re-sign Esiason.

.Sponsored By

Jane Rogers Ins.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS
The Washington Redskins are
pinning their hopes for overall
improvement on the revitalization
of one of the the NFL's worst
defensive lines.
They gave credence to those
hopes Monday by acquiring St.
Louis Rams defensive tackle on
Sean Gilbert.
"You can be a bell-cow or you
can just be a cow," the 6-foot-5,
310-pound Gilbert said of the
Redskins' expectations for him.
"In most situations, we strive to
be in a situation where we lead
people or lead things. I have no
problems with (pressure)."
Gilbert was traded to the Redskins for Washington's firstround draft choice.

Alou ran into second baseman
Luis Alicea on the play and La
Russa argued unsuccessfully for
an obstruction call. Umpire Bruce
Froemming told Alicea he probably wouldn't have had a play.
He also told Alicea he instigated the contact. After the game,
La Russa entered the Cardinals'
clubhouse swearing.
"I asked (Froemming) to get
help and he thought he saw it
good enough," La Russa said.
"He got hit and got turned
around. All he's got to get the
ball in his glove and throw the
guy out easily."
Mel Rojas (1-0) pitched two
scoreless innings for the Expos,
who have won three of four. It
was the third extra-inning game
in four nights for the Cardinals,
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who have won two of them.
Gary Gaetti, celebrating his
anniversary, broke an 0-for-15
slump with his first homer for the
Cardinals. Henry Rodriguez hit a
468-foot homer for Montreal, a
two-run drive off the right-field
scoreboard in the fifth.
Rodriguez said that was the
beginning of the end for Cardinals starter Todd Stottlemyre.
"He started throwing pitches
down the middle," Rodriguez
said. "He got mad and that hurt
him. We took advantage of it,
that's why we won the game."
The third-largest crowd in stadium history watched the Cardinals play their first home game
on grass since 1969. Replacing
artificial turf with Bermuda sod
was among the improvements at
the 30-year-old stadium during
the offseason.

FROM PAGE 6
• Deteri Mays, a 6-3 guard
from Alabama is the secondleading junior college scorer in
the state at 24.0 points per game.
"I think we're going to sign
some very good players, I know
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FROM PAGE 6
Chicago (66-9) remains on pace
to post the first 70-win season in
league history.
"We lost," said the Bulls'
Dennis Rodman, who missed four
free throws down the stretch and
nearly had a run-in with coach
Phil Jackson. "That's what happened. Now we go for 70."
The Bulls hadn't lost a regularseason game at the United Center
since March 24, 1995 — Jordan's
first home game after coming out
of retirement.
After Curry's free throws, the
Bulls had four shots to win but
missed them all: a spinning drive
by Kukoc, a tip by Pippen, Jordan's putback try and another tip
by Pippen.

1

( next to Century 211

753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
Stat• Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
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5
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Atlanta
3
4
429 2
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2
4
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Florida
2
5
2116 3
Ceetrell Division
W
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GO
Chcago
S
714 —
2
C41011s141.
4
2
667
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4
2
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Houston
3
4
429 2
S1 Lot..
3
4
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Wow Drinsion
W
I Pct
GB
San Congo
5
I
$33 —
San Franasco
3
4
429 2
Los Angst*
3
5
375 3
Colorado
2
5
216 3
Monday a Games
Crectego 9 Colorado 6
Los Angels I Atlanta 0
San Dego 9 Flonda 2
Prstadelphia 6 Pittsburgh 3
Cincinnati 7 At* York 6
Hanlon 6 San Francisco 2
Montreal 4 St Lours 3 10 innings
Tuesday's Games
New York (iiinnghausen 0-01 at Cincinnati Sr,(
* 0-0) 635 pm
San Fiammoo wawa 1-4,1 at Homion (Drat*
0-0) 705 pm
Mianta (Smolt.
; 0-1) SI Los Angelus (Astacio
0-1) 905 pm
Florida (Lame 1-0) at San Dego (Vaienzuela
0-0) 906 pm
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Gam*
Montreal(Renegue 1-0) at St Louis (Alen Rends
0-0) 12 35 p m
San Francisco (Fernandez 1-0) at Houston 1Kile
0-1) 135 pm
Pryladelphie (Grace 1-0) at Plasturgh (Enna
0-0), 205 pm
Chicago IBulinger 1-0) at Coloredo (Raker 0-1)
205 pm
New York (VAteon 0-0) at Cincinnati Portugal
(0-01. 635 pm
Atlanta (Avery 0-0) at Los Angeles (Cannot"
0-1), 935 pm
Florida P.
0-i) at San Diego (Tiensbury
1-0), 935 pm

COLLEGE BASEBALL
Monday's Scone
EAST
Delaware 11 Del St 3
La Salle 6-3 George Wasryrigton 7-4
SOUTH
Anderson 11-1, Southern Wesleyan 0-0

Freed-Hardernan 12-11 Weems Repast 7-1
Furman 7. NO1111 Greenville 2
Mason* St 10. Sarrlord 1
SE lAsaant 4. Morrplirs 2
Tennessee Tech 5 Appalachian St 3
Orson, Tenn 6. Mseoun Rapist 5
Valdosta St 3. Si Leo 2
MIDWEST
Hanover 10. Onannal 6

Reuters photo

Dodgers pitcher Hideo Noma (left) talks with first baseman Eric Karros
in Monday's game against the Braves.

FROM PAGE 6
had three singles for the Dodgers.
Nomo, who was 13-6 last season with three shutouts, was coming off a rocky 1996 debut. He
gave up seven hits and four runs
in four innings in a 5-2 loss at
Houston last Wednesday.
After Blauser's double down
the left field line in the eighth,

that," said Gottfried, who cannot
comment on individual players
until they have returned their
paperwork on Wednesday.
"We're going to sign good players that are good people.
"How the roster works out? I
think it will setae itself out."

•Charlotte...

iii .•.
a

Oakland (Van Rows) 0-0) at Milwaukee (McDonald 0-0) 1 05 p m
Texas 1Gross 1-01 at Chicago (Tepani 0-0), 1 05
rn
Cleveland (McDowell 0-11 at Bellmore (WNW
1-0). 635 pm
Wednesclay's Games
'Annear* (lens 0-0) at Boston (Wakefie)d
0-1). 12-05
12135tHu
pnado
m
1-1) a Detroit (Ghat* 0-0).
12 15 pm
California (Bookie 0-0) at Toronto (Guzman 1-0)
835 pm
Cleveland (Hershmer 0-1)51 Elabmore lErickson
0-0). 6 35 p m
Only gam* scheduled

•Nomo...

•Gottfried...

'See me lot all your lamdy insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

SIVSOUI SI Boston ppd weather
Only game schoduled
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Haney 0-0) at New York (Penne
1-0). 1205 pm
CaMonva (Langston 0-01 at Toronto (Hentgen
1-0). 1205 pm
lAnnesota (Rodncmaz 0-0) at Rosen+ (Gordon
0-1). 1205 pm
)
Stmliern(Wolcott OA) at Davon (Aldred
1215

•St. Louis...
FROM PAGE 6

•Woods...

—The ball," Kukoc said, "just
did not want to go in."
Charlotte trailed by 15 points
in the first half and was down
67-56 with five minutes left in
the third quarter.
The Hornets then went on a
28-5 run — capped by two
3-pointers each by Curry and
Geiger — to take an 84-72 lead
early in the fourth.
The Bulls still trailed 96-90
with 2Y2 minutes to play before
scoring the next seven points to
take the lead. Rodman made a
layup, Jordan hit four free throws
and Ron Harper made one of two
free throws with 40.8 seconds
left.
Curry's 3-pointer was blocked
but he was fouled by Pippen
while going for the rebound.

5

FROM PAGE 6
second Masters, he still is
wrapped in an aura unlike anyone
in the game except for the Nicklauses and Normans. When he
strolled to the course Monday,
the fans, almost in unison, began
murmuring, "There goes Tiger."
While a couple of other players
pulled late duty with Woods on
the practice green, the fans who
remained bunched on the side
where he was putting.
Woods' physical stature has
changed since last year. His arms
are bigger and he's added a few
pounds to his lean, 6-foot-2
frame. During the practice round,
his drives rolled up to 50 yards
longer than Norman's.
"I'm hiuing it longer, with
less effort," he said.

s TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
Nomo struck out Chipper Jones
to end that threat.
The Braves posted a mild
threat in the third inning, when
Marquis Grissom walked with
one out and stole second. Piazza's throw on the steal sailed into
center field, and Grissom tried to
go to third, but Butler made a
perfect throw and Mike Blowers
tagged out Grissom.

New and Used
Lowest Prices

Free Mount and
Computer Balance

TIRES

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111
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Murray State University College of Fine Arts and Communication
- Presents -

BOOTS RANDOLPH
Live In Concert
Sunday April 21, 1996
2 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
Call (502) 762-4516
For Ticket Information
Also Appearing
Special Guest

Mike Shannon
Boots Randolph
and his combo
and the MSU Jazz Band.

Saxaphone Artist
Will Appear With
The MSU Jazz Band

All proceeds go to equip and furnish the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
renovation. Roger Reichmuth is organizer of this special event.
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Picture at right.
left to right. Marion Hale. Administrative Secretary Fine Arts a
Communication:
Brown.
Linda
Freshman. Clay
Kentucky; Cayce
SophoTravis.
more. Dixon Kentucky, reviewing
ticket sales for
the Boots Ranconcert
dolph
April 21.

18 month Jump-up CD
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If rates jump up,so can yours!
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REPUBLIC
BANK

& Trust
Company

Mas-

Member FDIC

Cally

ar, it
ence.
1"
)ods'

1201 Main Street• Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
If rates go up, you have a one-time opportunity to Jump Up to a higher Republk 18 month rate for the balance of your term. $2,500 minimum
deposit, available for IRAs. 550% annual percentage yield (APY) 5.39% interest rate, offered as of 0-1-96 Substantial penalty for early withdrawal

The Repubik group of banks — Kentucky owned9proud of it/
Benton • Bowling Green • Elizabethtown • Frankfort • Lexington • Louisville • Mayfield • Murray • Owensboro • Paducah • Shelbyville

1.111101iMOSINSIS•••41.400•411.111•MISS114440.41.-
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SCOREBOARD

Cards sign veteran QB Esiason
Redskins shore up
shaky defense by
acquiring Gilbert

TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1996

Top picture. liduray State University Price Doyle Fine Arts
Recital Hall "under construction following fire."

Ticket Outlets:
*People's Bank of Murray-Kroger Branch
*Keynote Music of Princeton
118 E. Main Street
Princeton. KY
'
•Keynote Music of Paducah
607 Broadway
Paducah. KY
•Music Central-HopkinsvWe
Hopkinsville. KY

•Student Government Office
Murray State University
-Dean's Office
College of Fine Arts and
Communications
Murray State University
-Betsy's Hallmark and Gift Shop
408 E. 12th Street
Benton. KY
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Shannon Thweatt reads to students in Joan Weber's preschool class as
her daughter Hillary follows along.

Vivian Stom is pictured with her son Travis as they share a book with
his classmates at the Calloway County Preschool.

students in Lynda Purchell's class mad 50 books each for a
total of 1,000 books in the Pizza Hut Book-it activity. Pizza Hit will give
them a pizza party as a reward for their work.

4••

Celebrating birthdays Is a happy occasion for students in Marjorie
Grady's classroom at East Elementary. Pictured are Derek Beasley,
James Rhodes, Ryan Pierce, Damon Turner and Samantha Crutcher.

Glenn Leckie, CCHS art teacher, assists Honors English I students in
learning about family crests during their study of "Romeo and Juliet"

Murray High School cafeteria workers celebrated Feb. 29 with a Sadie
Hawkins Day. They dressed in UI' Abner style and served chicken and
dumplins, polk salad, white beans and smashed taters.

o
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Southwest Elementary students enjoyed visiting with Mike Mullane, a
retired NASA astronaut. He is pictured showing the students some of
the food he ate on the space shuttle.

Alex Brumley's mother, Darlene, answers questions after reading to
students in Joan Weber's class at the Calloway County Preschool.

Students from the multi-cultural studies unit at Murray Elementary
School are pictured with Richard Henson, a broom maker. Henson presented a program on Kentucky heritage to the school.
•
Kaycle Wyatt is pictured showing her collection of norses during "Totally Terrific Me." Each week, the students In Toni Bohannon's class
bring special Items of Interest to share with the class.

Fifth grade students at East Elementary listen while Sam Amen and
Jared Lencki discuss goals and expectations for a successful athletic
once.
and middle school ex

J
Murray Elementary School celebrated National Breakfast Week March
4-8 with a breakfast safari. Everyone received animal trading cards.
Cassie Stephens and Larry Caldwell won a prize of a stuffed animal.

Steven Rader, a student In Kellye Olson's primary class at Southwest
Elementary, stands by a picture of the space shuttle. Each students
made a shuttle for the display as part of their study of space.
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chool Supply

FREE
CONTACTS

Spring Is On
The Wing
Dr. Kr•in 1cline%

V

Students In Karen Crick and Toni Bohannon's third grade classes
enjoyed a lesson on stamp collecting and a video on how mall is distributed presented by Kirksey Postmaster Barbara Bucy.

With purchase of complete pair
of eyeglasses & exam.
•Daily Wear
et kular Sciences

Wlear
•Spherical

1/2 price all 2nd pair of eyeglasses
411144, pad Am
V• rtiker tfist•mal• app.) • ih.t oval

4pnil 10. IIMN
444 WIWI ..se

41101110111

44. &a.

Low prices on high quality
products 100% guaranteed.
0
04,
44114.

EYECARE
SPECIALTIES

759-2500 • NM S. 12th St. • Murray
vO,

Pictures for this page were submitted by the admInistrathe staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district Is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

1
.

Enjoy the new season...take time to
read. Give your child a book that they
become a part of.

CHECKLIS
---------Your child's education is very
Important to us. That is why we
carry a large inventory of educational

Personalized Books
In addition, we now carry:

Used CD's/Books
Beautiful Kentucky Crafts

The Bookshelf

AddViame Books, Etc.

207 5th Ave.
Calvert City

Southside Shopping Center
615 S. 12th St. • Murray
753-4668

395-1710

and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and sae the many different
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titles we have to offer.

READMORE—
BOOK-N-CARD *

Chestnut HUM
Murray
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Wynn's Nursery

Feature of The Week
Sectionals
w/incliners
Reg. $799.00

$649
PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 7534672
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
ROULETTE, CRAPS, &
SLOTS 37 Secret strategies that we simple to play.
Send $1500 to SC & S
Publications, Dept
P 0 Box 735, Mayfield, Ky
42066

Tomatoes
Broccc4i,
Cauliflower, Cabbage

1996 MEDICARE
INFORNIATION

6 Pack 89'
Golden Barberry
$4.75/gal. container
Baskets,
Hanging
Ferns, Clematis Vine
in gal. containers
Hwy. 69 North
1'/, miles from Statelln•
901-782-3508

Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all to.
the part A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to 5736 in
1996.
For more information
call:

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

Nit:CONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800- 455-4199
...a 34t1, rit of ser‘,ce'

Appliance parts to fit
most maior brands.

New & Used
Large Inventory

Ward Elkins
753-1713

ACCEPTING applications
for full time delivery person
& unloading trucks. Apply in
person, D & T Foods.

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
Open House
Monday, April 15 •
Register
Kindergarten-Gr. 8

753-3289
753-6487

nigtt's
CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight Sales & Installation Ten %Oa Rd
Jay Knight
M.tch Knight
Kn,ghta
Hwy 641 - 1./2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

070

Murray

753-7728

Hata/ KY

220
Domestic
& Chlidcare

Help
Wanted

Nodes

INVITATION
TO BID
Republic Bank &
Trust, 1201 Main
Street, P.O. Box
1111, Murray, KY
42071, will be accepting bids on
Jeep
1987
a
Wrangler
VIN
e2BCCU8117HB5
35262 until noon,
April 15, 1996.
Mail bids to Carolyn Todd at above
listed address.

8
PO

050

020

Legal
Notice

300
Musical

Buskins
Rentals

Apartments
For Rent

AFFORDABLE babysitting
KIMBALL Aquarius Organ
POSITION announcement
JUNK air conditioners Will
NORTHWOOD Storage LARGE 2br, Duplex Irving
day or night Call 753-4538
very good condition $500 presently has units avail
pock-up 436-5822
Counselor/lecturer 10
room kitchen bath gas
8514
if
no
492
answer
month position/renewable WILL dean houses Free
753 2905 or heat 631 N 4th $375 mo
able
leave
message
in the Counseling and Test estimates Reasonable
753 7536
u co
753 8767 753 2339
ing Center at Murrray State rates 753-7725
Articles
RETAIL or Office Space in MUR- CAL Apartments now
270
University Salary com
Far Sale
accepting applications for
S Side Shopping Center
Mobile
mensurate with qualifica- WILL sit for elderly Call
753-4516
1 2 and 3br apartments
753-4509 or 753 6612
11 DIAMOND Anniversary
Soma For Salo
AFTERNOON & midnight tions Master s degree in
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Band, $1200 new, will take
cashiers needed Must be social work (LCSW eligibil1978, 12x60 WITH 2 lots
Housing Opportunity
090
$400 obo 753 5995 ask for
310
18yrs or older Only serious ity and KY licensure eligibilnear Lake All appkances
Kevin
Position
Want
ity
required) psychology
applicants need apply
MURRAY Manor Apartremodeled large outbuild
Wanted
To Rent
Racer's Coastal, 1000 (eligibility for KY certificaBLACK prom dress size ing Extra nice 436-5794
merits now accepting appli
tion required) preferred
Chestnut, Murray
7/8 Only worn once Will
PROFESSIONAL Christian cations for 1 2br apart
1986 14x70, 3br. 17, bath,
Applicants possessing a SEEKING position on Dairy sell cheap Call 753-6310
lady w/1 child, wants to rent ments Apply in person
AVON- $13-$15/hr No door
central h/a, stove & refog
master's degree in or other farm Experience
reasonably priced house or 1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri
to door No min order
BOOKS
for
sale,
CHEAP1
cedar underpinning. pole
counseling will be consid- and good references. Call
trailer, preferably near 1409 Duigiud Dr
Bonuses/benefits ered with presentation of 716-796-0604
Call 759-9215
Nice Must sell. $12.000
Calloway,Graves Co line
1-800-827-4640 Ind/sIsi evidence of clinical training
NEW lbr Apt $300,mo
COMPAQ 140. IC moni- obo 753-7770
References available Call
rep
$300 deposit No pets Lo
and supervision with DSM
100
tor, brand new, original
1991, 16x76 MANUFAC- 489-2077, 5pm to 9pm
cated on Campbell Dr Call
Business
BABY NEEDS A SITTERi IV clients Holders of deprice $350, asking $260
TURED home, 3BR 2
753-5731
Opportunity
working mother looking for grees in counseling must
Antique solid Brass bed, full baths Must see to apprecibe
certifieligible
for
NCC
babysitter to watch 1 child
size mattress and box ate on private country lot
NEW 2br, 1 bath duplex, all
320
cation and KY certification/ CARPET cleaning and jam
(19 months) in my home
appliances, including
with shop Can stay on lot
Apertmants
tonal business established spnngs included, best otter
licensure
if
the
latter
beReferences A Must! Prefer
washer & dryer No pets
For Rant
or move $500 down and
in Calloway and Marshall 767-0785
non-smoker Excellent pay comes available Must ob- Co's All equipment in ex$475/mo. lease & deposit
assume
payments
1,2,3BD apts Furnished
required 759 9711 before
with lunch provided Call tain licensure/certification cellent working order In- FOR sale Commercial tan- 436-2508
ning beds 759-4713
within 6 months of hiring for
very nice near MSU No
492-8566 after 4 30pm
9Prn
Steam
cluding
ex
Deep
7 53 - 1 25 2
continued employment
1991, 16x80 FLEET- pets
traction machine, janitorial FULL length, black beaded WOOD, loaded, $500 do, days 753-0606 after 5pm
NOW taking applications
DEPENDABLE babysiner Responsibilities include in
Prom
dress
with
multicofor Section 8 low rent hous
needed for every other Fri & drvidual and group therapy equipment and supplies
payoff
753-4114
or
lored
sequins on bodice
1BR apt near campus. ing Apply in person at
Sat night 436-2455
759- t266
delivery with a deverse Buyer may resume Yellow Sweetheart
neckline with
1303 Chestnut $250/mo Southside Manor, 906
clientele presenting a wide page adds, $6 000
cut out back, size 6 Call 1994 ATLANTIC, very nice
includes water No pets
EARN up to 1,000's weekly
474-8666
Broad St Extended, be
range of mental health con
after 4 30pm 489-2422
753-8767
processing mail Start now
many extras Must see
tween 8am 12noon No
cerns and educational FRANCHISE for sale West
no experience Free supMUSSEL divers scuba di- $24 000 obo 759 9600
1 OR 2br apts new down- phone calls please Equal
program development and Ky & Tenn Nationwide
plies, information No obliHousing Opportunity
ving equipment, tanks, 1 NEW, 1996 Southridge, town Murray 753-4109
delivery
to
residential
col759-4713
gation
Send self
gauges, regulators, wet 16x60, front kitchen for
addressed stamped enve- leges Ability to work within FULLY equipped restaur- suit
1 SLEEPING room, 1614 VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
Ski & speed boat, Mar- that lake retreat or singles
lope to: Bucks, Dept 14, a treatment team required
Olive, walk to MSU, utility plex, w•d hookup. appl
ant for lease Day hours, lin, 16ft inboard/ outboard, pad
REDUCED to
furnished, central gas h/a
3208-C, East Colonial Dr, Please send a letter of in- 753 44 4 4 evenings
140hp. Call 753-4790 or $16,500 00 at Lakeland furnished Coleman RE, lyr Lease, no pets, 1 month
No 308, Orlando, Fl 32803 terest, current vita, and 759-1664
753-9898
436-5903
Quality Homes 641 N
deposit, 5500/mo
have three letters of recomEXPERIENCED carpenter mendation sent to Bill All
Ky
Benton,
Ph 2BR Duplex carport & stor- 753-2905, 753 7536
PROM
dress,
Fuchsia,
size
120
in framing & finish work. britten, Ph D , Director,
age, $475/mo Lease & de
502 527 5253
16, shoes, purse & jewelry
WASHER & dryer turn
Must be reliable 436-2766
posit 753-7951
Counseling and Testing
753-9361
1996
Southndge,
2
NEW
tshed, dishwasher, 2br, deComputers
FULL & part time day shift, Center, Murray State UniB. posit & references re
SEE us for your barn or roof 16x80, 3 bedrooms, 2
11 am-5pm & summer posi- versity, PO Box 0009, Mur- ANNOUNCING! POWER
baths, front & rear bedquired 753 9234
metal
Cut
to
length
IjailM
: Y .
1e
tions now available at Sub- ray, Ky 42071-0009 Appli- FUL NEW COMPUTERS
rooms Beautiful blue decor 'I::
Cover's
36
inches,
many
cations
will
be
accepted
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
759-4406
way Sandwiches. Please
colors Economy Metal & and luxury bath REapply in person, 508N 12th until May 1, 1996 Murray FOR YOU. HAWKINS REDUCED for short time, only
Supply
Co
489-2722
2BR
Duplex stove & reState University is an equal SEARCH 1304-E CHESTSt
$2050000 See at Lakefrigerator furnished No
education and employ- NUT STREET, 753-7001
TANNING beds new & land Quality Homes,641 N
pets Deposit required, 2 or 3BR House 811 Col
FULL time employment in ment, Pvt'F/D. AA employer
FREE 90 DAY 100% MO- used. Wolff beds, local Benton, Ky. 42025 Ph $300/mo Call 753-5421
local office. Hrs 8.00am to
dwater Rd Call 753 4857
502-527-5253
dealer,
service,
parts,
loNEY BACK GUARANTEE
5:00pm. 2 Year Associate POSITIONS now available
2BR upstairs apt 4 miles after 5pm
Dons, lamps. Financing
Degree desired but not Day cook, night cook. ON YOUR NEW LOCelectric,
3BR. gas or
from Murray on Hwy 121
available 502-753-9274, 2 OR
HAZEL Completely re
compulsory. Send resume kitchen manager, night ALLY BUILT CUSTOM
central h/a Edge of city
1-800-540-9790.
South No pets $285/mo • modeled 2br, 1*/, bath ap
SONO!
Apply
in
person
at
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
P.O.Box 10400, Murlimits 753-5209
$285 deposit 489-2296
Shoney's Restaurant, 1501 DETAILS CALL HAWK- TWO 9'wx8'h garage
phances deposit, lease, re
ray, Ky 42071.
MANUFACTURED home
N 12th, Murray
INS RESEARCH AT doors Call 759-9120 or
5 ROOM Apt or office ference 492-8526
GENERAL Maintenance
52x28, 31:x, 2 baths, con ac
753-7001
space Located at 703 S
759-1390 ask for Bill
part time, must have own TENDER Truck Drivers
& heat Must be moved
4th St, Murray See Carlos
transportation Leave Must have clean driving
753-2787 or 436-2133
Black Jr at Black's Decor
155
name & phone I on an- record Apply in person at
MOVING must sell 1990 ating Center or call
swering machine. Hutson Ag, 204 W RailFleetwood 2br, 1 bath, ex- 753-0839 or 436-2935
road Avenue, Murray or call
Appliances
753-3018.
CREEKVIEW Self storage
condition
cellent
753-1933
HILLDALE Apts now taking warehouses on Center
ANTIQUES by the piece or WHIRLPOOL
GO Go or Exotic Dancers
stacked
753-9970
applications for 1,2 & 3br Drive behind Shoney s
collections 753-9433 day
washer & dryer, excellent
No experience necessary
or night
070
NEW, 1996 Southridge apts Handicap accessible $20 $40/mo 759 4081
condition, $450 759-2310
Doll House, Paris, Tn
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Domestic
16x80, 3 bedroom 2 baths
901-642-4297.
ANTIQUES Entire estates
Childcare
Front kitchen with bay win- Monday Friday, 7 30 3 30
365
160
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
HELPER to build Street
dow, dishwasher and lux- Equal Housing OpportunFor Sale
Komi
Rods. Need someone ex- CLEANING houses is my 492-8646 days, 753-1418
ury bath REDUCED to ity 437-4113 TDD
Or Lease
Furnishings
perienced with working on business Reliable Call evenings
$22,500 00, hurry and 1 800 545 1833 X287
older cars and trucks from
save
$$$$ On sale for a
curLiving
room
suite,
2PC
Linda 759-9553
CASH paid for good used
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- SALE or rent Tobacco
the frame all the way to
short time only See Judy at
Burtains, microwave, recliner
rifles,
shotguns,
and
pisland
Westly Village, 1br barns, dark fired AC
body work and painting. IMMACULATE home & of- tols Benson
Lakeland Quality Homes,
ley 759-4713
753-2237.
Sporting
inapartment,
utilities
Need experience with cut- fice cleaning Thorough Goods, 519 S 12th
641 N, Benton, Ky Ph
cluded,rent based on inBASSETT Southwestern
ting torch, sand blasting, and reliable, $6'room
502-527-5253
370
Murray
come 62 & older, or handiloveseat,
endcouch
&
759-2310
welding, wiring, mechaniLivestock
cap & disabled Equal
use
REMODELED
for
or
table
lamps,
dining
tables
&
cal, body work and paintI. Supplies
MINIIIIII=MMIM1111811111
storage Buy at your price Housing Opportunity
IMII
11M111111111
Call
chairs
New
1994
&
4
ing. If interested, please
MEM-502-354-8888
753-5209
759-5307 after 3 30pm
LIMOUSIN Bulls & Heifers
call 502-753-1067 or
489-2272
502-753-8136.
WE move Mobile Homes
MAPLE dinette table and
for the public Today's
tour chairs. Excellent conHOME TYPISTS, PC users
Home, Benton, Ky
dition, $150. 753-2832.
needed. $45,000 income
*
by Mrs. Anne
502-527-5645
min
potential.
Call
ROUND kitchen table with
um Tells Past, Present and Future ul. 4 chairs, soled oak, $225.
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B280
mie Advice On All Affairs Of Life.
8155.
Large Oak coffee table and
Mobile
miPalm & Tarat Card Reading Also Available°. 2 matching end tables,
min
HOMEWORKERS urgently
Homes
For Rent
$200 753-5644
yd.
needed. Earn weekly pay- im
Fabrics
MOBILE
home
for rent
checks from the comfort of
Notions
&
All
190
502-474-2335
your home Free details
* 208 S. 12th • Murray *
on
Fans
Assorted Items
Rush LSASE to, American
=I
NMI
I=I=-M IIMIOM NM
I=MI
285
EquiPowld
Media Associates, Dept
MI—
Mobil*
AA, 381 E Oak Dr, Bucha- -- -----801 FORD tractor, good
Homo Lots Fat Rant
nan, Tn. 38222
cord $3250 Super A FarHwy. 79E • Paris Landing • 642-7369
mall with 5ft belly mower, MOBILE Home Village
NOW taking applications
$2100
759-1252
Opon Mon.-Sat. 9-4, Ciomd Sundays
S00/mo,
water
furnished
for housekeeping Apply in
person, Shoney's Inn, 1503
AGRICULTURAL/Steel Coleman RE 753-9898
N 12th, Murray.
Buildings. 800- I 2,000sq
300
thousandsl Limited
Save
PRN
work
NURSES Aide,
Business
supplies
Richey
Builders
as needed, all shifts. Prefer
Rentals
502-886-0588
experienced mature indivi4 CAR garage shop to
Training provided. Must have high school
dual, but will train Must be
200
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
rent 753-4509
able to work any shift.
or equivalent, be 21 or older and
diploma
Sports
Pleasant atmosphere,
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
641 STORAGE available
for CDL license. Benefits
eligible
be
EQuiPined
good working conditions
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
starling
pay of $6.50 per hour, life
include
Apply in person, no phone
'94 M-2 FS Specialized
753-5585
calls please. Fern Terrace
Phone: 753-6910
ins., health ins., paid sick days, paid
stump jumper. Shimano
DOWNTOWN upstairs ofLodge, 1505 Stadium View
Deore XT componets. Less
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
personal day and county retirement. Pay
fice space on Court
Dr. EOE
than 105 miles, 161,
may be higher based on verifiable experiSquare Rent $95 Includes
frame. Like new. If interPART time maintenance
utilities
753-1266
Applications are available at the
ence.
ested call 753-4029
Must have good manners,
bus garage. Hwy. 121 North, or at
school
weN
with
facility,
and
LARGE
work
storage
polite
DP Air Strider dual action,
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
Coleman RE,
people Lawn skills rethe following address: Calloway County
walker, stepper, iogger. Ex- 94E
IS NOT JUST FOR
753-9898
quired. Starting pay,
cellent condition, $100
Board of Education, ATTN: Glenn
$5.25/hr Apply at Hilldale
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE! 492-8514, if no answer OFFICE space for lease,
P.O. Box 800 Murray, KY 42071
Grubbs,
Apes office, 7-3, Mon-Fn
leave message
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
EOE. 437-4113.
753-9621
753-8302
or
Our new nursing home policies
PERSON to help install
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
commercial sound equippay for care in your own home if you
ment Electrical or elecwould otherwise have to go to the
tronic experience required
Must be able to handle
GOLF clubs, 1,3,5 Woods,
nursing home.
heights, local and road
3-PW Irons, Putter, $250
Everyone
stay
would
at
rather
work Pay commensurate
obo CaN 762-3813 ask for
home if possible and now we may be
with experience. Apply with
Jeffrey
PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
resume to Lowrance Sound
able to provide the money under the
GUNS,
buy, sell, trade
Co, Inc, 2132 Nailing Drive,
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
alternate plan of care!
436-5650
Union City, TN.
in Murray is expancing We now have production operator positions available in
our world-crass moking operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of oft time
HANDGUNS, Rifles, ShotCALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE
POSTAL JOBS $12 68/hr
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
guns, Quality Leather Holto start, plus benefits Car
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days oft every other weekend The starting
sters, Arnmos & Access
ners. sorters, clerks, corn
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
BHB Firearms 436-2980
puter trainees For an appli
wailing period
SOLOFLEX Wall attachcation & exam information
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact
ments & ski machine Cell
call 1-800-819-5916, ext
Murray Employment Agency
after 6, 759-9839
P3482 8am-8pm 7 days
1.000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes Free into Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd, Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx 78613

-- ---—
—
PSYCHIC
READINGS —
—
—
—
,
...

Going Out Of
Fabric Business

.
.
* ..,
*
767-0508
...
.

$1.00
Now 50%

PARIS LAMBING FABRIC SHOP

(502)
474-8890
D
:
S

"

16270 U.S. Hwy. 68E
- Aurora, KY 42048
Open 10-5 Seven Days
U.K. Champ Shirts
$12.50
Swimwear For All, Shorts & Tanks, Best American
T's, Golf & Roll-Up Sleeve, Custom car Plates $11.95
- Custom Lettering & Many Designs.
—GROUP DISCOUNTS—
THINGS

•

/ ALPINE.
lackhrdrosciab.

Clarion
JON.

41C.)

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music.
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Income Tax
Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
206 South 6th

753-8107

HALEY'S

1
(.9;l19l911tick
MRental and Sales

TAKING applications for af
ternoon waitress Experience preferred Apply in
person at Granny's. 1006
Chestnut

School Bus Drivers

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

210 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/DN
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1996

510

370
Livestock
& &pollee

HOMO
For Sale

10YR Old A:10;mm saddle
bred mare, good natured
10YR Old pony, broke for
pulling carts & riding
436-5572

2BR, 1 bath. gas furnace
stove & tank, air condi
boner, vinyl siding, shaded
67 acre lot, low unless,
$22,500
garage
345-2834

3b0
Pals
& &mate
2 BALL Pythons in cage
vs/accessories. $200 obo
354-9616

Yaw

MIAMI

1983 CHEVROLET Van,
glass al around, good condition. Cal 753-4131 after
5

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping. mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. The
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262..

1989 DODGE Caravan,
high mileage, but in good
2 STORY beck, 4br,
condition, $4950. 753-0521
bath. Quality construction., days. 436-2165 evenings.
759-2571, 435-4040,
435-4013.

530

530
Semites

Services
Oflered

NEM

D & 0 Roofing Licensed
roofing with 10yrs expenonce Guaranteed quality
workmanship at reasonable rates %roofs, karats and new roots. Free
esemates 436-2613.

LAWN Care, mowing,
dean up & haling. Reasonable Rates. Call
753-4679.

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

LAWN Wang. Billy Paschall. 502-753-2943.

Services
Offered

MULCH,delivered. Murray.
436-5660.
PAINTING,interior & exterior. Mobile homes, deck
cleaning.
Call
502-4892165.

LEE'S CARPET CLEAR- PAINTING, interior, exterING. Furniture • carpets' ior. Roofing, home repairs,
spot removal • free esti- dinning. Free estimates
436-5032.
mates. 753-5827.

A-1 Tree professionals.
3BR, 1 bath, vinyl on 2
Stump removal, tree spray- GILBERTS Repair Ser- LEWIS exterior cleaning
acres in Browns Grove
ing, serving Murray, Cello- vice. Mirrors. Glass Rehomes,
AKC German Shepherd Fruit trees & outbuildings 1964 2T FORD cabover, way County since 1980. placement Screens. Storm House, mobile
vinyl. Buildings.
good shape. good tires. Free estimates 436-2247 Doors. Big Screen TV Cov- brick &
puppies Champion blood- Mid 40's 435-4536
RV's, sidewalks. Free estilines Parents on premises
ers. Custom Security mates. 753-6490
or 492-8737.
BY Contractor New 41x, 502-474-2335.
message, 2.4 bath house w/3 car
Leave
1970 CHEVY pickup, A & A Lawn Care, mowing. Doors. 436-5733.
901-3646823
garage Deluxe home with 98xxx miles, aluminum hauling, tree trimming. HANDYMAN Company. UCENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.
DOG obedience classes or all amenities_ You must see wheels, new tires, runs Free Estimates Mark We do it all. Repair, replace
great. 474-8562.
private. Serving Murray 14 this one. Call 753-3903_
L & L Lawn Service. Comon
Special
build.
instal
or
Lamb. 436-5791,
years 436-2858
mercial or Residential 10
vinyl siding soffit and hicia
BY OWNER:3br brick,
1985 DODGE 0100, 436-2528.
Years experience, guaran474-8621.
today
Cal
room,
livfamily
large
bath,
FISH aquarium & equip$2500. 502-4892096.
ADDITIONS. roofing & sidteed professional work &
ing room, utility room, 1 car
ment, various sizes
ing we my Specialty. For HANDYWORK/odd jobs free estimates Call
SR.
Sip,
RUNNER
19674
garage. 3 Acres and a But436-2303
small
too
No
job
wanted.
free estimates call, David
753-6289
ler building, west of Murray $5275. 756-4683.
Just give us a call
Lamb at 436-5043
GOLDEN Retriever pup- 435-4277.
MB GENERAL CON1991 GMC Sierra 4x4, 350
759-1184.
pies, AKC, Sire Canadian
am/fm ALCOA siding, replace
STRUCTION & MAINTEAmencan Champion, Sing- BY Owner- Custom de- engine, heat & air,
dean,
Wit
Cleaning
KD
wheels, new ment windows, metal roofs,
NANCE: carpentry, painting in the Rain Pet & Show. signed and built for quality, cassette, meg
showcase exteriors. Homes, offices and new ing, electrical, siding, other
Guaranteed. Paradise energy efficiency and tires, chrome brush guards,
Call
construction.
753-3532.
apt.
m•int.
&
openness, 3br, 27i bath, 1 $12,500. 436-5950.
Kennels. 502-753-4106.
5596498. Free quote
(502)436-2819
fax or
acre lot Quiet neighborALL around hauling, junk
avail.
PET rats for sale Big rats hood, many extras Shown
modem
CABINET
REKITCHEN
SOLD
clean up, cleaning out
$3 00, small rats $2 00 by appointment 753-9778
1_V
sheds, gutters, yard work, FACING. Make your old MOODY'S Mower Repair.
Bring own carrier
new again with Formica. All
GATESBOROUGH, 41y 4 1993 FORD Explorer, 4dr, tree work. Reasonable colors, free estimates. Time for spring tune-up.
759-2146
Pickup & delivery.
bath, 2 story, 41004 sq ft 4wd Eddie Bauer Edition, Rates. Joe. 436-2867.
Wulffs Recovery, Murray, 753-5668.
Lots of extras. Walnut ca- loaded, wall available op- ALL Brands, ZEBS VCR KY. 436-5560.
410
binets, Conan baths tions including leather in- REPAIR. Prevent damage;
Public
MOORE'S Siding, Roofing
decks, gazebo, sprinkler terior & moonroof, 95xxx we clean tapes, accesso- LAMB Brother Home Im- & Decks. Quality workmanSale
provements, remodeling, ship and low rates guaransystem, large game room, miles, NADA retail ries sold. 759-5066.
additions, roofing, siding, teed. 753-9299 or
study. 753-5940, $19,025. Priced to sell at
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., free estimates. 436-2269.
436-5946
559-5786.
$13,900. 435-4171.
Moving/
foundations, slabs, sidewExecutive
NEARLY
new
buildings,
driveways,
alks,
XLT,
Yard Sate
1994 EXPLORER
Classifieds
Style home with ceramic loaded, low miles, leather. remodeling, repairs, AGC FREE estimates on lawn
640 Hidden Lake
tile, Ber-Ber carpet, top Call after 5pm 753-3957. certified. 489-2214.
Open
Office
edgand
trimming
mowing,
Rd., Aurora.
quality wallpaper throughmow20+
Guaranteed
ing.
8
a.m.-5
p.m.
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
baths, with 1995 CHEVY 9-10 ZR2 ANTENNA Repair and in- legs per season. Will quote
out. 4BR,
Monday-Friday
or
install
stallation.
Replace
8 a.m.-?
27, car detached garage SERIES, eat cab, 4wd,
mowing.
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
quality Channel Master an- by the season or
Everything goes No reawith a finished 16'x30' Black w/gray Interior,
Cal John Salter 753-8849
Saturday
amplirotors,
and
tennas,
sonable offer refused Ask
19xxx
tires,
wheels
&
above
No
game room
or Adam Nance 759-5121.
to see Diamond & Sapphire
Realtors please 753-2339 miles, $20,000 obo. Call fiers. Beasley's Antenna
Service, Buchanan.
ring *Over 1 ct. diamonds
474-8704 after 6pm.
NEW home in Mathis Farm
901-642-4077.
$1.000 00 Phone 354Sub, 3BR. 2'4 baths. on 1 '94 DODGE Dakota SLT,
6706. Dealers welcome
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur23xxx miles, $12,000
acre lot 753-2627
Sat for one price.
niture repair & custom
435-4009
•
woodworking. 753-8056.
1/71)
510
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
430
Motorcycles
Factory trained by 3 major
Real
Capers
manufacturers. All work
Estate
1882 HONDA GL 500 Inter- 1973 DODGE 21ft motor- and parts warranted. Ask •
6+ ACRES, 1V, miles wes state w/faring & bags,$900 home, 83xxx, roof air, for Andy at The Appliance
of Southwest Elementary obo. 435-4171.
microwave, tow hitch, Works, 753-2455.
PS
School, $54,000
753-1245.
$3300.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
1983 HONDA Shadow
435-4367
750cc, 6900 miles, Harley 1974 CHEVY Sport Coach, Kenmore, Westinghouse,
CUSTOIA KITCHEN CABINETS
COMMERCIAL Property, pipes, red $2500 obo. 32ft motor home, sleeps 6, Whirlpool. 30+ years exCUSTOM WOODWORKING
sale or lease Court 753-3380.
mechanically perfect, good perience. BOBBY
All Types Of:
Square, Pans, Tn. City best
HOPPER, 436-5848.
condition.
Fully
self
conWoodworking
Custom
location, 2 story, 2500sq tt. 1988 HONDA 300, 4x4, tained. Enjoy your summer
Owner financing. good condition 436-5692 for only $6500. 436-5412. BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
after 5pm.
759-4713.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
1977, 21FT Travel trailer, installation, repair, replace• Drop by and see our showroom
excellent
1988
ROUTE
66,
COMMERCIAL bldg,
ment.
759-1515.
sleeps 4, good condition.
MURRAY (Sehind Runny Bread)
400 SUNBURY
2400sq Ft, on Yi acre lot cond. 1983 CR 80 dirt bike Priced down from,$2900 to
753-5940
BACKHOE Service - ROY
Natural gas, central h/a, 753-4509.
$2400 firm 753-0773.
HILL. Septic system, drive2yrs aid 753-4547
1993 YAMAHA Timberwoif
32FT Camper, 1972, air, ways, hauling, foundations,
HALEY Appraisals. Bob 250 4 wheeler, nice
gas heat, $2,000. Black etc. 759-4664.
Haley, state certified. 753-5033 after 5pm
1955 Chevy p.u. 327 4sp, B & G Lawn Service. MowTree Trinming
Quality Service
759-4218
1994 SUZUKI Katana, red, $7500. 759-4414.
ing, trimming, etc.
Estimates
Free
Tree Removal
KOPPERUD Realty has 7xxx miles, includes Shoei
759-9103, 753-8257.
24
Hour
Service
Removal
X8
helmet
and
riding
Stump
520
buyers waiting to purchase
Gutter Clearing &
gloves.
Asking
$3400
obo.
BOB'S
Plumbing
Service.
floats
Cleanup
Service
homes-all price ranges. If
All work guaranteed. Free
Motors
Adult Haling
you are thinking of selling- 753-7657.
Light
Hauling,
Etc.
Landscaping
contact one of our courte- 1995 400 KODIAK 4x4 with 166 SS Ebbtide Dyne trak, estimates. 436-5832 or
Full
Line
of
753-1134.
ous and professional 44 miles, camouflage seat, dual console, 1404, JohnHedge Trimming
EquOment
agents at 753-1222 or stop $5350. 753-2905 or son Motorguide, Eagle Lo- BUILDER- New homes &
Tree Spraying
by office at 711 Main St. 753-7536
wrance, Tennessee trailer, garages. Framing, metal or
garage kept, road cover. wood, Contract or hourly.
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
REAL Estate acreage, 1-A
490
Well maintained, clean Tripp Williams. 753-0563.
to 275A Owner financing
Licensed & Insured
Wad
package, $5200.
759-4713
BUSH hogging,finish mowCars
474-8666.
ing & trimming garden and
435
1981 FORD Mustang, bur- 17FT Astrog lass bass boat, yard tilling. 492-8530.
Lake
gandy, 90xxx miles, runs Mercury Black Max V6,
Property
good, $1100 759-2310
Johnson 12/24 footroll, 2 CARPET CLEANING.
Emergency wabar removal.
5 ACRE lakeview lot, 1 acre 1982 MERCEDES Benz live wells, fish finder, 3 Serving Murray since 1971.
battedeep
cycle
marine
bldg site, cleared, fertilized 240 D, like new, runs,
Call Lee's 753-5827.
ries, custom trailer
& seeded. 436-5054.
drives good. 436-5054.
435-4561.
CARPET Cleaning, $25.00
BEAUTIFUL wooded lake 1989 FIREBIRD blue w/
Standard size room. Free
front lot, deep year around gray interior, t-tops, V6. 1978, 164 FT Savage deordorizing. 436-2654
bass
boat,
115hp
Mercury
water Close to Murray. Re- 60xxx miles, $3800.
outboard. Nice $3300. CARPET REPAIR. Does
Will Build To Your Specifications!
stricted subdivision. In- 753-5165 evenings
436-2657.
your carpet have wrinkles
stalled waterline.
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
1990 CADILLAC DeVille, 1987
759-4410
26FT Aqua Cruiser or bed seams? Call Stock• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
locally owned,white w/gray
well Carpet Installation &
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
WANT to purchase Lake interior. Excellent condi- pontoon with upper deck, Repair for a Free estimate.
'8790hp Yamaha motor,no
front property with or with- tion. 753-4097.
437-4272.
502-759-9672
trailer, $3700 obo.
out house. 1-800-484-8079
630 N. 401 St. (Next to Lansaw Plaster) • MurraY
435-4171.
1993
COUGAR
XR7,
and
CARPORTS for cars
I
A DIVISION OF SOL:111ERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC.
pin/ 1630 after 6pm
white, loaded, excellent 1993 SKI Doo, model
sizes for
SP trucks. Special
condition. 759-1466.
440
wave-runner. Great condi- motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protecLas
11111
1993 1-BIRD, V6, loaded, tion. low hours, good price,
tion, high quality, excellent
For Sale
2
jackets
life
&
trailer
in42xxx miles, $10,000.
cluded. 753-4847 after value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
2 ACRES near Hazel w/ 436-2394.
COMPLETE Remodeling
6
Pm•
store building Nice field for 1994 FORD Escort, Batt
Contractor or Horne Builders
horses or home site. Call miles, color white, 1 owner. 1996 BEAR CAT ATV, and Insurance Repair.
Call
Joan at Roberts Realty Call 753-4590 after 454cc 4x4 now available in Free estimates.
753-1651.
limited quantities at BEAR 753-7617.
2:30pm.
Licensed Master Plumbor
9 PRIME building lots, in- 1994 HONDA Accord LX, CREEK BOAT WERKS. CONSTRUCTION Work.
McBride Construction.
Fro* Estknatos
cluding corner lot in Pre- 4dr. 27xxx miles, Seafoam 800-354-9501.
ston Heights Subdivision, Green, $14,950, excellent 1996 DONZI 275 LXC Decks to garages. AddiNew Construction - Repair located behind Gatesbor- condition. 753-3493 after (29'3" overall) midberth tions and Vinyl. Free estiWater Heater Replacement
Satisfaction guarough All underground city 5pm & on weekends.
cruisers in stock,starting at mates.
McBride
Call
Larry
anteed.
utilities, some with trees.
$39,943.00. BEAR CREEK
436-2102.
They won't last long!!! Call 1995 LINCOLN Town Car. BOAT
WERKS.
Champagne with Maroon 800-354-9501.
753-2339, ASAP!
COUNTERTOPS, custom
leather interior, AN the opCUSTOM building site in tions including 10 disc CD, 24FT Pontoon boat '89 Homes, trailers, offices
the country. Corner lot 3+ 26xxx miles, beautiful car, model boat & motor. Call Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560.
acres, paved roads both $25,800 firm. 436-2561
after 6, 759-9839.
sides 3 Miles to Murray
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
Let one call do it all for industrial, commercial or
town center, shared well. 1995 MERCURY COU- 2 TIGERSHARK, 1994 decks & fencing. Excellent
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farm
Montego
waverunners.
GAR
XR7,
white,
fully
Restricted Owner finance
workmanship. Affordable
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdown.
possible Finders fee Don loaded, all power, sunroof, Like new, only 10hrs in the rates 753-7860.
We are licensed in Murray, bonded and insured.
am/fm cassette. 21xxx water Double easy ride
502-753-5231
AU employees are covered under workers comp. If
miles. Excellent condition, trailer included, $8300 neg. CUSTOM bulldozing and
PRIME building lots, some $15,000 obo 474-8704 af- Call 753-2859.
you need references we will gladly furnish them
backhoe work, septic sysw/trees, all underground ter 6pm.
from Murray and Calloway Co.
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
CELEBRITY Boats.
utilities, natural gas. Joins
Horace Sholer.
We are ready to serve you!
Oaks Country Club '91 FORD Crown Victoria 18%31', most in stock now
Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
Sumner
and
available
with
early
grader
tilling,
CUSTOM
LX,
57xxx
miles,
red,
753-4010, 435-4226
blade work, bushhogging.
$7,500. Nice car. Can be season discounts at BEAR
or 502-235-5979 (....1.0)
1-800-270-0479
seen at 919, N 18th St ext, CREEK BOAT WERKS. Gerald Carroll- owner.
800-354-9501.
502-492-6159.
or cal 753-8063.

PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair, including thawing water Ines.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.
RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Additions, garages,roofing, vinyl siding &
trim. Replacement windows, storage sheds, pole
barns, dads. New homes
also aveiable. Cal for free
estimate. 502-489-2907.
ROB'S Electrical works
New & old constuction. Residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural. Quality work, reasonable prices.
Licensed & Insured.
247-5700, 742-4484
(P•9Iw).

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, ac. 25yrs
experience. 10% DiscounV
Staniar Citizens. 474-0107.
R & R ELECTRIC Specializing in mobile home hookups, new construction,
general maintainence.
Free estimate, fast service. Call anytime
762-0001.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or cornnierciai, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.
T.J.'s LAWN Service. Professional service and
equipment Mowing, weecleating, edging, et. For a
free estimate call
753-5647.

TREES rimmed, topped or
removed Also firewood
Cal 436-2562
WALLPAPER, Painting
Drywall repair,30yrs e'tow
linos. Free estimates Au
rora, 502-364-9551
PLUMBING repairs, last
service 436-5255
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing.
20yrs experience, free eso
metes. 753-2592
WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl). 7591799.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530
ns0

BEAUTIFUL Malamute mix
puppies. Very affectionate,
free to loving home.
345-2605.
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-Need Extra
Cash?

Run a Classified.-

Tree Service

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Custom
CABINETS

B WOODWORKING

ATTENTION

Cooksey's Plumbing

Phone 436-2661i I

SUMNER ROOFING CO.

S-4
:
.;;.":4:7•
4

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision
Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Utterback
- construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants, skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger, future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
enough way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced a few left at $12.5001

Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001

PROCRAFT Bass boat,
dual console, 204* long, 200
Mariner motor, Proaaft
trailer. Good condition. See
Carlos Black .k.- at Black's
Decorating Center or call
436-2935 or 753-0839.
TIGERSHARK personal
watercraft, limited 1995's
available at huge discounts, starting at
$3699.00. BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS,
800-354-9501
WANT to buy Good used
pontoon boat 753-9212

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Celiular 502-853-1108
FOUR Stsr Mobile Home,
parts & service. Evedock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, Isn, beige, white,
grey 492-8488.

WOODSKIIT14'S
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
(502) 4345-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering.
Staircase Salem & Installation
Interior Trim Bales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

Alan Clement, a seventh grader at Murray Middle School, has been
selected as Student of the Week. The son of Ronald and Patricia Clement, he is a member of the band. An honor roll student, he serves as
a library aide. Pictured we (from left): James Hart of Century 21, Clement and MMS teacher Greg Glerhart.

‘N‘ii

Myles Worster, a senior at Calloway County High School, has been
selected as Student of the Week. The son of Alan and Sharon Worster
of Murray and Catherine Wagster of Buchanan, Tenn., he Is a member
of band. Pictured are CCHS teacher Dennis Fisher and Worster.

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY,APRIL 10,1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE aboard your success wagon. Allow
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: this only if they wine an asset.
You will make steady progress on a
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
variety of fronts. Others sense that Your day starts on a cheery note and
you are in earnest and hasten to help will end rather excitingly. Team
out. There is new emphasis on pre- effort helps speed tedious projects.
serving what you already have in the Taking frequent breaks will keep
areas of finance, romance and your energy level high.
friendship. Sharing a special secret
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
with a favorite companion leads to diplomatic manner is a big asset
deeper rapport. A business project now. Sidestep an argument with
that you discarded could be resur- someone who acts antagonistic.
rected with surprising results. Seeking out allies who share your
Choose new associates with great values will provide you with a
care.
ready-made support system.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
THIS DAY: sportscaster John Mad- frank discussion with an associate
den, bridge expert Omar Sharif, could lead to new understanding.
author David Halberstam, actor Dividing work evenly will let you
Steven Seagal.
accomplish more. Your attraction to
ARIES (March 21-April 19): a newcomer is based on a true meetNew proposals merit careful investi- ing of minds.
gation. Some inside information
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
comes your way later today, easing 21): Do not let your frustration over
your worries. Keep dental and med- a loved one's actions pull you down.
ical appointments.
Sothething you plan to do today
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): could cause complications. You'd
Favorable travel or financial devel- better have a backup plan in mind!
opments are featured for you and
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
your mate. Romantic partners who 19): You should be able to see the
must be apart should write or phone light at the end of the tunnel now.
often. A tender gesture or encourag- Be patient. Expert advice will help
ing note can mean a great deal.
you solve a financial problem. Be
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): willing to trade temporary gains for
Those around you may be in a permanent benefits.
"show me" mood. If you do not
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
respond in a down-to-earth manner, Your mate or favorite companion
you can expect some grumbling. may try to meddle in your business
Review all options before finalizing affairs. Stand up for your rights.
an important decision.
Only you can make decisions affectCANCER (June 21-July 22): ing your career. A child is telling
You are in one of your reclusive you the truth.
moods. Others may not appreciate
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
your need for solitude. Seek quiet Trouble could be brewing behind
surroundings when tackling a com- the scenes at work. Keeping your
plex task.
concerns to yourself would be a
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Some mistake. Get in touch with someone
self-promotion is essential now. Pur- whose talents compliment your
sue a goal that has long been close own. A budget revision may be necto your heart. Others want to climb essary.
TODAY'S CHILDREN should not have any difficulty making friends.
Intelligent, kind and outgoing, they find pals wherever they go. Others turn
to these capable types in times of crisis. Luckily, they have a real gift for
counseling those in trouble! They would make excellent clergy members or
psychotherapists. Although accumulating wealth is not a priority for these
Aries, they do enjoy their creature comforts. Shabby surroundings depress
them. Count on their homes to be clean, bright and airy.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

Tea years ago
Murray High School Team,
composed of Luke Harrington,
Bill Maddox, Jenny Kratzer and
Jackie Boltz, is one of 27
academic teams that have
advanced to quarter final round
of this year's "KET Scholastic
Challenge." Advisors are Brenda
Maddox and Sue VandergrifL
Sarah Richter, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Richter, was first
place winner of Blood River Baptist Association Bible Drill,
according to the Rev. Terry Sills,
director of missions for BRBA.
Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Cooper will
be married 50 years April 11.
Births reported include a girl to
Timothy W. and Carol Pinson,
April 3; a girl to Cynthia and
Greg Wells, April 4.

to Mr. and Mrs. James P. McFadden, March 29.
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. Paul R. Freeze, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Freeze, has been assigned to 3d
Armored Division, Germany.
Several cases were tried the
past week in the court of Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston.
011ie C. Hall, J.T. Bucy and
Melvin Young are new officers
of Kirksey Adult Farmer Class.
W.H. Brooks is teacher.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Snow and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen E.
Treas, April 2; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Sprehe, April 4; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Nick Beaver,
April 7.

Twenty years ago
The 1976 Cancer Fund Drive
opened April 6 with a coffee at
Holiday Inn, according to Mrs.
Aubrey Hatcher and Mrs. Dwight
Crisp, co-chairman of the drive,
sponsored by Delta Department
of Murray Woman's Club.
Dr. James W. Hammock, associate professor of history at Murray State University, spoke abut
"The UDC Remembers" at a
meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter
of United Daughters of the Confederacy held at the home of Mrs.
Fred Gingles.
The Rev. Lloyd Perrin is
evangelist at a revival now in
progress at Kirksey Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a boy

Forty years ago
Murray Hospital has received a
check for $13,500 from The Ford
Foundation to improve and
extend its services, according to
Karl Warming, administrator.
Joanna Allbritten and Shirley
Joyce Chiles of Murray are new
members of Delta Lambda Alpha,
freshman honorary fraternity for
women at Murray State College.
Marie Rogers of Lynn Grove
High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America spoke
on "Seven Areas of Homemaking" at a meeting of Lynn Grove
Homemakers Clubat the home of
Mrs. Leon Chambers.
Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Richie have
returned home after spending two
weeks in Phoenix, Ariz.
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pretty open-minded. but the fact that
you agreed that adult nudity in the
presence of young children w caus.e
for conceni slu.cked me
A father shoY%ering e ith his 3year-old daughter as I do sAith my
sowiscompletelynaturalandleaches children that the human body is
nothing to hide Keeping "boy shilland "girl stuff' separate it tit h
young agi• only instills sexual stereotypes and causes sexual hang-ups ill
adult life There is nothing sexual or
wrong in slum enlIg Vk 101 a young
child
As fur hAthruum pm ac-y .
children 'mum. ilha clu:-wd dour means
-Mummy w ;rots privacy" or whoever
Is in there . but they ()nen walk 111
when I lea', the d.sir open.
You should have told "Old-Fashioned" that "Jimmy" show•enng with
Mummy • or -Jenny- with Daddy' is
totally- natural Today's parents are
trying to raise their children without
the hang-ups that they have had to
overcome ft.on their "old-fashionedophringing
DISAPPOINTED IN
TORUN-TO, CANADA

DEAR DISAPPOINTED: The
letters I received from readers
show your attitude to be far
more popular than mine — especially with the parents who are
currently raising children.
Ten whacks with a wet diaper
for me!
* *4

DEAR ABBY: When 1 bought a
new. exercise bike recently, a friend
asked me if she could have my old
one. I gave it to her thinking she
would use it.
After a short while. I found out
that she had sold it. Am I wrong in
thinking she should have asked me
if I wanted it back? Or at least
offered to split the money she got
from selling it'?
I'm really having a big argument
about this with my husband.
NO NAME,PLEASE

DEAR NO NAME: When you
gave your friend the bike, it was
hers to do whatever she chose to
do with it.

DR. GOTT

•

By Peter H.(ott, NIA).

DEAR DR GOTT I've Stlflercd
most of my life with what I thought
were food allergies and indigestion
After visiting many doctors and chn
ics, they found I have too much yeast
in my system I candida albicansl
Nystatin didn't provide relief and a
health-food store suggested I take to
drops of 3 percent hydrogen peroxide
solution in a glass of water three
-times a day. This seems to keep
everything in check and is much
cheaper. What are the dangers or side
effects of hydrogen peroxide'
DEAR READER - Small amounts ui
hydrogen peroxide, such as you take.
are harmless and will not affect
health. However, I should mention
that the substance won't do much for
a yeast infection either.
Many' medical authorities question
the diagnosis of chronic systemic
yeast infection: Is it real or merely a
"designer disease"?
A few doctors believe that some
people. usually young women who are
chronically tired and unwell, suffer
from candida. Some experts dismiss
Tomorrow: A tactical defensive maneuver.
the diagnosis as a fad, a simple tech
nique to legitimize a collection of n('ii
rotic tendencies
I don't have an opinion about this
volatile topic
However. a majority ot practitioners
35 Baltimore
agree
that if systemic yeast infections
Answer to Previous Puzzle
player
exist, the disorders should be treated
38 Dillseed
DEVIL
JIBES with prescription drugs, such as
39 Yale student
41 Pelvic bones
ENTREE POV ICH Nystatm and others to do less is lo
42 Boss (abbr.)
LC ANTHONY HE ignore the problem
43 Nikola —
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TOR ORELS TOE
(U.S.
fine. But this raises the question
inventor)
AROM ELL SEER you.
whether you do, in fact, have a candi
45 Differ ending
EXON PARTED
da infection. for which prescription
46 Math term
AMOS NEAP
drugs and a series of strict dietary'
47 Ashes
ENABLE ASEA
49 Estrada ID
prohibitions 'including bread and
50 "Passenger
PENN ADE HEDY other carbohydrates, are the more
sr star
OLE CLINT SOO customary.- treatments.
52 Climbing
DEAR DR.(OTT : Are there any
SP PLOTTED RU
palm
SODIUM OLIVER risks in taking laxatives on a daily
54 University in
Atlanta, Ga.
ETAPE
LANDS basis?
55 Beatles
DEAR READER: Indeed, there are
4-9
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Syndicate
United
Feature
drummer
Many laxatives actually change
bowel function, necessitating inDOWN
care of)
article
5 Goes to bed
10 — of London creased dosages Therefore, while
laxatives are not technically addict1 — fries
11 Fork prongs
6 Boring tools
2 Des Moines
ing. the body may come to rely on
7 Sorrows
13 Thick
St.
8 Abstract
16 — Tse-tung
them. Also, chronic laxative use may
3"— Mana"
being
19 Speak softly
lead to vitamin deficiencies and mal4 — to (take
9 Spanish
21 Breathing
nutrition.
aperture
It makes more sense to identify the
(2 wds.)
23 "Believe It
cause of the constipation and treat itu
——
than to use laxatives frequently For
25 Circle
example. bowel tumors, liver disease.
measures
thyroid disorders. physical inactivity,
27 Sailor
insufficient fluid intake, and certain
29— diem
drugs I such as narcotics) commonly.
32 Sloping
cause constipation and should be
roadways
properly addressed by the appropriate
33 Fire —
34 Itty-bitty
medical professional
35 Houston
To give you more information. I am
players
sending you a copy of my Health
36 Straight
Report "Constipation and Diarrhea."
37 Consumed
Other readers who would like a copy
40 Drug of the
'60s
should send $2 plus a long, self43 Row
addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
44 1 smell —
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
—"
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
47 Enlisted
the title.
man (abbr.)
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51 "— Not
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slain had he given more thought at
the start to finding a way to avoid
NORTH
staking the outcome solely on the
•Q 1063
club finesse. He knew from both the
Q J 43
bidding and opening lead that East
•K 7
had the A-K of hearts, and could
+ A Q5
have capitalized on this knowledge
WEST
EAST
to assure the contract.
4 79
—
The simplest approach for deIf 10 9 5
IT A K8762 clarer is to refrain from covering the
•.19 4 3
•Q 6 5 2
ten of hearts lead with the jack at
J 76
4 K 10 3
trick one. After East also follows
SOUTH
low, South ruffs, draws two rounds
4, A K 9854.1
of trumps, cashes the K-A of diamonds and ruffs the ten ofdiamonds
• A 108
in dummy.
+942
The stage is now set for the deciThe bidding:
sive play. Declarer leads the queen
North East
South West
of hearts from dummy's Q-J-4 and,
1+
1?
1+
Pass
after East covers with the king, dis24
Pass
6•
cards the club deuce from his hand!
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
This places East in a very awkward position. If he returns the ace
The importance of planning the or a low heart, dummy's jack beplay is well illustrated in this deal. comes a trick on which South can
where South failed to justify his leap dispose of his other club loser. A club
to six spades by neglecting to find return from East into dummy's A-Q
the way to make the contract.
is equally fatal, and so is a diamond
West led the ten of hearts, cov- return, which allows declarer to disered by the jack and king and ruffed card a club as he ruffs in dummy.
by South.Declarer then drew trumps
Many declarers - would instincand led a club to the queen,losing to tively cover the ten of hearth with
the king. There was now no way to the jack at trick one and then start
avoid another club loser, and South thinking about how to play the hand.
eventually went down one.
However,that is not the right way to
Declarer could have made the play the game.Think first, play later!
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DEAR ABBY: I am disappointed
with your response to a letter signed
"Old-Fashioned (;randma."
I've been reading your column for
years and usually your responses are

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

*
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* * *

I ONLY SAID I'D
LOVE TO HAVE ONE

2.•

c1•001,1,1 CONNECTED TO IRS
I WEB SITE TO CHECK QUESTION ABOUT TAX FORM.

DEAR JUDGE TURNER:
Thanks for the warning.

Think First, Play Later

THEN WHY 010 YOU
— ORDER IT ?

f.]
*I

DEAR ABBY: I hope my letter
will spare someone the sorrow of losing a little kitten.
Dunng the night, my cat's three
kittens climbed atop the tires of my•
car. As I approached the car. I
noticed a pair of tiny paws on my left
rear tire and moved the kitten to
safety. Upon checking the other
wheel wells. I found the two other
kittens, each one on top of a tire.
Unfortunately, while I was moving
the others to safety, the first kitten
returned, unseen by me, and
resumed its perch. He's at the vet
now, in very guarded condition, arid
may not make it.
I have seen numerous other kittens on top of tires since. It appears
to be a common practice with kittens. They should be taught that
cars are things to fear and avoid, no
matter how inviting they may be. So.
as cruel as it may seem, if the weather is warm, I hose down the wheel
wells whenever I see a kitten there.
If it's cold, I just fetch them out and
keep my fingers crossed.
I've heard of grown cats climbing
into motor compartments in the wintertime, but I've never heard or read
about kittens resting on tires. I'd bet
more kittens are killed this way than
cats seeking warmth from a motor.
Please say a word or two about it: it
may spare a lot of grief.
THE HON. H. HAYWO(11)
TURNER III. COLUMBUS,GA.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

I3LONDIE

11

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today in History
Today is Tuesday, April 9, the 100th day of 1996. There are 266
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 9, 1865, with the Civil War at a virtbal end, Confederate
Gen. Robert E. Lee- surrendered his army to Union General Ulysses S.
Grant at Appomattox Court House in Virginia.
On this date:
In 1682, the French explorer Robert La Salle reached the Mississippi River.
In 1833, the first tax-supported public library was founded, in
Peterborough, N.H.
In 1939, black singer Marian Anderson performed a concert at the
Lincoln Memorial in Washington after she was denied the use of Constitution Hall by the Daughters of the American Revolution.
In 1940, Germany invaded Denmark and Norway.
In 1942, during World War II, American and Philippine defenders
on Bataan capitulated to Japanese forces; the surrender was followed
by the notorious Bataan Death March which claimed nearly 10,000
lives.
In 1959, NASA announced the selection of America's first seven
astronauts: Scott Carpenter, Gordon Cooper, John Glenn, Gus Grissom, Wally Schirra, Alan Shepard and Donald Slayton.
In 1963, British statesman Winston Churchill was made an honorary U.S. citizen.
In 1983, the space shuttle Challenger ended its first mission with a
safe landing at Edwards Air Force Base in California.
Ten years ago: President Reagan, describing Libyan leader Mournmar Gadhafi as "the mad dog of the Middle East," said the United
States was ready to act if it had sufficient evidence Libya was behind
terror attacks on Americans. For his part, Gadhafi said he and his top
military commanders were ready for any confrontation with the
United States.
Five years ago: The 1991 Pulitzer Prize for fiction was awarded to
John Updike for "Rabbit at Rest"; the drama prize went to Neil
Simon for "Lost in Yonkers." In journalism, The Des Moines Register received the gold medal for public service for its series about a
rape victim.
One year ago: Alberto Fujimori was re-elected president of Peru.
Two suicide bombings on buses in the Gaza Strip killed seven Israelis
and an American college student. Women's rights supporters rallied
near the U.S. Capitol to protest violence against women.
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Concert set for April 23

Deaths
Mrs. Moline Grogan

Charles Wesley Clevenger
Charles Wesley Clevenger, 60, Murray, died Monday, April 8,
1996, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A Navy veteran, he was a clerk at Vickers Station and a member of
Murray Moose Lodge.
Born July 19, 1935, at Memphis, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Charles Eli Clevenger and Evelyn Wrindler Clevenger. One brother,
Vernon Clevenger, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include a special friend, Kay Gardner, Murray; three
daughters, Mrs. Anna Boetuner and husband, Rex, Murray, Mrs.
Karen Burkett and husband, David, Martin, Tenn., and Ms. Debbie
Clevenger, Mississippi; three sons, Michael Clevenger and wife, Nellie Jo, Murray, and Wesley and Johnny Clevenger, Tennessee; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Patricia Harris and husband, Danny. Murray; one
brother, David Clevenger, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; four grandchildren; six
stepgrandchildren.
Private family services will be held with cremation to follow.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 3
to 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Deward H. Warren
Deward H. Warren, 83, of 1549 Deward Rd., Mayfield, died Monday, April 8, 1996, at 11:15 a.m. at his home.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Farmington Church of Christ.
He was born June 9, 1912, in Graves County. Two sisters, Mrs.
Paulene Stokes and Mrs. Ruby Colley, and one brother, Guy Warren,
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Carlene Warren; one daughter,
Mrs. Betty Myers, Mayfield; two grandchildren, Johnny Myers and
Anita Roberts, Mayfield; six great-grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Harvey Lynn Elder, Jerry Mayes and Stan Colley
will officiate. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Moline Grogan, 83, Rt. 6, Murray, died today, April 9, 1996,
at 3 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Oatman Grogan, one stepson, Roby Gus Grogan, and
one brother, Felin Cooley, preceded her in death. She was born July
24, 1912, in Tennessee.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Vera L. Miller and husband, Volin, Hazel Park, Mich.; one stepson, Joe Lane Grogan, Hopkinsville; three grandchildren, David Miller and Teresa Galbraith,
Michigan, and Lori Nolasco, California.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. William B. Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Onie B. Sykes
The funeral for Mrs. Onie B. Sykes was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts
and the Rev. Billy Turner officiated.
Pallbearers were David Sykes, Ricky Boggess, Ray Boggess, Kenny
Kingins, Kim Kingins and Earl Satterwhite. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Sykes, 77, North 16th Street, Murray, died Monday, April 8,
1996, at 6:54 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include her husband, James Sykes; two daughters, Mrs.
Kay Kingins and husband, David, and Mrs. Faye Boggess and husband, Joe, and one son, Mike Sykes and wife, Paulette, all of Murray;
four sisters, Mrs. Ruby Satterwhite and Mrs. Mabel Sykes, Murray,
Mrs. Della Satterwhite, Farmington, and Mrs. Emma Kidd, Alton, Ill.;
nine grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Service A prO
1514
Kentucky Perdue,Area Hog Market Revert!adman 2
Buying Statism laceiseis Act. 143 FA 175 Barrens
GUM .75 begiber Senn sinady
US 1-3 230.260 a..
$4156-4414111
US 1-3 215-331 lbs.
5.435-47.54
US 3-4 245-215 Ike.
$47.541-4104
US 1-2 211-215 lbs.
S3$-54-44.34

Clyde Holifield
The funeral for Clyde Holifield will be today at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Rusty Fletcher and
the Rev. James Tharp will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe Dan Taylor, Lindy Suiter, Kevin crawford,
Mark McClard, Larry Wells Suiter, and Terry Butler, active; Bill
Whitlow, Lanny Wiman, Jimmy Blalock, Wayne Ramage, Harold
Wright, Ranzey Farrell, Robert Morris, David East, and Wendall
Ramage, honorary. Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Holifield, 90, of 2976 State Route 303, Mayfield, died Saturday, April 6, 1996, at 7 a.m. at Mills Manor Health Care Center,
Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillian Suiter Holifield, several
sisters-in-law, and several nieces and nephews.

Investments .Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg._558533 - 9.40 Prices as of 9 a.m.
DJIA Previous Close........559437
Air Products............543/4 - 14 K-Mart.......................91/4 + 1/4
A T 81 T..................... 605/s + 14 K U Energy................. 2814 Bell South...-...........363/s +
Kroger ....................393/1 - 1/1
' Briggs & Stratton...-. 43'/s- 1/2 L G & E..-......_....--.421/4 +
Bristol Myers Squibb...847/s • 3/4 Mattel
• sis
CET Corp. Ky.s.....221/2B 2.31/2A McDonalds .............- 47 • 74
Chrysier.....................613/4 unc Merck
+ 'Is
Dean Foods................... 2274 unc
+ 1/.
Exxon..,..............•$35/ + 1/4 Peoples Firsts.-- 223/48 233/4A
Ford Motor...............351/3 + 1/4 Quaker Oats............3314 + 'Is
General Electric
- 3/4 Schering•Plough.........611/1
General Motors............. 54S/ unc
+ 134 Texaco............................863/4 • 34
Goodyear ..................513/1 + 1/2 Time Warner..
.401/2 + 1/4
I B
- 1/2 UST
..31'/2 s/s
Ingersoll Rand..........391/4 •
Wal-Mart.................2234 + 1/4
*1-1fliiard Lyons a a market maker In this stock.

Pictured at meeting of Calloway County Republican Women are, from
left, Adeline Betts, Rachel McCubbin, Molly Rogers, Rev. Paul McWherter, Helen Boughton, Warren (Hawk) Boughton, Helen Suit and Caroline

Eckelberry.

Group seeks members
A membership drive for the
Calloway County Republican
Women was held in Commonwealth Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University recently.
The program was presented by
Rachael McCubbins, speaker on
Health Care and other vital Republican issues. The Rev. Paul
McWherter gave the invocation
and sang "God Bless America."
Other officers are Adeline Betts,
vice president, Molly Rogers,
recording secretary, and Caroline
Eckelberry, treasurer.
Helen Sult, president, introduced Warren and Helen Boughton (also known as "Hawk" and
"Yellow Rose") who were
dressed in authentic 1800-1850
clothing.
Warren is a well known speaker of poetry and Helen is a vio-

linist, having played in many
symphony orchestras as first violinist since she was 11 years of
age. "Hawk" recited the "Ballad
of William Sycamore" by Stephen Vincent Benet and "The
Mountain Whippoorwill," with
both accompanied by "Yellow
Rose" with soft background music on the violin.
Several plan to join the Republican Women. President Suit
furnished sheet and carrot cakes,
coffee and soft drinks.

UNC-price unchanged
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Our Best Investment Is You.
VS( ar•I SIM"

David R. King is the person

welcome.

to count on for quality Grange
Insurance for your auto, home,
life or business. You'll like how
Grange can meet your needs
' while saving you money. Call
or visit soon to find out more.

The funeral for Mrs. Lorena F. McCuan will be today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The'Rev. Bob Dodson
and the Rev. Chuck Burns will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kenneth Galloway, Ronnie Galloway, Bobby
Galloway, Mike Gargus, Scott McAlpin and Jackie Adair. Burial will
follow in Burnett's Chapel Church Cemetery.
Mrs. McCuan, 90, Sedalia, died Sunday. April 7, 1996, at 7:35 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two sons, Robert Terry McCuan and John Hobart
McCuan, Farmington; 10 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren; four
great-great-grandchildren.

901 Sycamore, Murray

KOPPERUD REALTY

PURCHASE DISTRICT ASPHALT
STATE CERTIFIED MATERIAL & TECHNICIANS

Inventory

SALE

IT al

1,000 MOVIES FOR SALE

1111

ft.1;4
p.

$3.50 Each

April 8-13 • 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
C &

753-8355

MURRAY
PAVING CO., INC.

Helen Roger of Camden, Tenn., envoys the new Ford F-150 pickup truck
she won from her lottery ticket purchased at Oullimore's Fruit Stand In
Hazel.

A HOME TO MATCH YOUR
LIFESTYLE...
...4 BR, 3BA's, great
room, formal DR w/
hardwood floors, separate master BR wing
master
w/luxurious
suite, Jacuzzi, double
basin vanities, and a
granny BR with its own
private bath. This new
home has It all.

Your partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Mrs. Lorena F. McCuan

EXCAVATING
SEAL COATING
CRACK REPAIRS
HAULING
PARKING LOTS
DRIVEWAYS
ROADS
SUBDIVISIONS

"Serving West Kentucky & Tennessee
Since 1979"

J Video

Free Estimates - Fully Insured

"WHERE QUALITY DOESN'T COST, IT PAYS..."

810 Sycamore
753-7240

1.0

81 E. Main St.
Murray. Ky.

.

753- 1222

•

von% inr • kierrther

Here's who to count
on for quality
insurance.

The next meeting of the Calloway County Republican Women
will be at Commonwealth Room,
Curris Center, Murray State University at 7 p.m. The women plan
a second anniversary meeting on
Sept. 26. New members are

Services for Raymond Bartovick will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
St. Henry Catholic Church, Aurora. The Rev. George Hancock will
officiate. Burial will follow in St. Henry Cemetery.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.
Mr. Bartovick, 63, Princeton, died Saturday, April 6, 1996, at 2:15
p.m. at Princeton Health Care Center.
Survivors include four half sisters, Mrs. Bernice Haddix, Murray,
Ms. Lillian Bartovick and Mrs. Agnes Samuelson, LaCrosse, Wis.,
and Mrs. Marion Ottmann, Racine, Wis.; half brother, George Bartovick, Kansas.
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AC1
HI WARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
4"
E (502) 753-3366

its Il,Il,ad WI

Raymond Bartovick

711 'Alain tit.
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Services for Mrs. Mozelle P. Noel were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. William B. Miller officiated. Burial was in McDaniel Cemetery.
Mrs. Noel, 77, of 5851 S.W. 86th Place, Ocala, Fla., formerly of
Calloway County, died Friday, April 5, 1996, at 4:30 p.m. at TimberRidge Nursing & Rehab, Ocala.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shirley L,enburg, Ocala, Fla.;
one son, Warren Noel, Chesterton, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Laverne
Tucker, Paducah, and Mrs. Gracie Edwards, Murray; one brother,
Alvin McCuiston, Paducah; seven grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Funeral rites for Miss Vara Armstrong will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and the Rev. Jerry Lee will officiate. Music will be by Grace Baptist Church Choir with Kyle Evans as leader and Susan Lee as
accompanist.
Pallbearers will be Don Stewart, Dewey Hall, James Rose, Buel
Downey, William Gentry and Jimmy Gentry. Burial will follow in
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Miss Armstrong, 85, Murray, died Sunday, April 7, 1996, at 10:10
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include three nieces, Mrs. Ruth Jones and husband. Parvin, and Mrs. Larue Wallace and husband, Hugh, Murray, and Mrs.
Betty Sue Gentry and husband, William, Rt. 4, Murray; two nephews,
Billy Armstrong and wife, Jackie, Rt. 2, Murray, and Johnny Armstrong, Murray.
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Urban Bush Women has toured
widely in the United States. Internationally, the company has been
presented at the Londrina (Brazil)
International Theater Festival,
toured England twice under the
aegis of the Dance Umbrella Festival and Dance Theater Workshop's
Suitcase Funds, appeared throughout Germany, in Amsterdam, in
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv as part of
the Israel Festival, at the Montepelher Danse and Lille Fastivals in
France, and at the Wiener Internationales Tanz-Fctival and Cultur
and Centrun Wolkenstein in Austria.
The concert is free for all MSU
students who present valid MSU ID.
Admission for all others is by
MCMA membership or tickets purchased at the door.

The Murray Civic Music Association will present Urban Bush
Women in Lovett Auditorium Tuesday, April 23 at 8 p.m. on the
Murray State University campus.
"What I wanted to do was create
poetry without words," says Jawole
Willa Jo Zollar, a founder and
artisitc director of the group.
Using contemporary idioms and
interdisciplinary forms, the company has created numerous dance/
theatre works rooted in the folklore
and spiritual traditions of AfricanAmericans. Through movement,
live music, and a cappella vocalizations based on field hollers and
chants, Urban Bush Women explores the struggle, growth, transformation, and survival of the human spirit and creates powerful
sense of community on stage.
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